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CONNCENSUS
CONNECTICUT
v.;LSO--No. 14

New London,

German Lecturer to Deliver
Talk on New Soviet Outlook
"The Changing Soviet Outlook
and the West" will be the topic
of a lecture given by Professor
Richard Lowenthal Tuesday eve.
F b
23
Th
ntng,
e ruary
.
e leeture, sponsored by the International Relations Club, will be held

after Arnalgo in the main lounge
of Crozier-Williams

Professor

at 8:45 p.m.

Lowenthal

Free University

of Berlin

of

the

is. an

internationally known expert on
international
politics,
especially
in the field of Soviet and Communist affairs.
Born in Berlin, he
studied economics and sociology
at Berlin and Heidelberg Untverslties,
receiving his Ph.D. from
the latter in 1931.
Four years later, he left Ger.
many as a political
exile and
went to England, where he remained during the war and became a British subject. While in
. .
London, he worked as a political
urnall
t
f
t
t
li
.
E
jo
IS,
rs
rave ng In urope for the Observ
and the
.
.
~r
.
n
wor~mg as its e<ht.orlal wnter. on
foreign !Jffalrs until 1958. Dunng
this period, he became especially
interested in Soviet affairs and intemational
Communism.
He was
at St. Antony's College, Oxford,
and later was visiting lecturer in
Berlin (1959). He then became research associate of the Russian
Research Center, Harvard
(195960).
In 1961, he was called to the
Chair of International
Relations
at the Free University of Berlin,
from which he is at present on
temporary
leave. He is spending
the present academic year as a
Senior Fellow of the Research Institute on Communist Affairs, Columbia University, New York.

Conn""ticot,

T1sonday, February 18, 1965

Co~ege to Include
ChinIneseC~ulage
ew urnc urn

thor of numerous books and arnThe world is diminishing but
cles. His latest OOOK is World.
the Connecticut College curricuCommunism: The Dlslntegraaioa
lum Is expanding, as will be seen
or a 8ecoIar Faith. He is the C<>- in the 1965-66 College Catslogue
author of The Sln<>Sovlet D~
and o f a ponliti Cal biiograp h Y of under the heading "Chinese."
Next year, an intensive oneBerlin's former mayor Ernst Reuyear course in the Mandarin diater, written in association With lect will be offered. Since students
Willy Brandt
will meet for eight hours each
He has published numerous es- week, the course will be gIven
says in "Problems of Comrnu. twelve credits {instead 01 the nornism," "Survey," "China Quar· mal allotment of eight!. In additerly," "Encounter," "Der Mon- tion, two literature courses will
at," and "Commentary."
His most be offered. Since all of the reading
recent essays are: "The Prospects will be in Chinese, a prior understanding of the language will be
for
Pluralistic
Communism,"
written for the forthcoming
vol- required.
Students
taking
the ChInese
umn on Marxism in the Modem
courses will be able to use their
World (Professor M. Drachkovfch,
knowledge in coned.) which also appears in DIs- newly-acquired
junction
with other disciplines
sent (Winter, 1965) and Eneoun- such as art, history, or governter (January and February, 1965); ment In connection with the col~'The Revolution Withers Away" lege's increasing emphasis on Ori11'1 Problems of Communism
(Jan- ental studies, there will also be
uary and Feb~ua~,
1965); the offered a seminar on modern Jachapter on China In Africa and
pan and China.
the Comrn . t W Jd (P f
urns
or
ro essor
Dr. lJoyd E. Eastman, instrucBrezezi kl ed.) .
d "G
ns,.
,an
overn- tor In history said, "1 think It
ment in the Developing Countries
-Its Functions and Its Forms" in very important that educated citiDemocraey In a Changing Society zens of today obtain a comprehension 01 such non-western areas
(Profess
H Eh
ed )
as China." The study 01 written
or
.
rmann,
..
There is a display of several of and spoken Chinese may provide
Professor Lowenthal's
works on the means for attalning such an
understandIng.
the main desk in the library.
.:.._

Twelve Member Committee
Discusses 'Calendar Days'

A discussion of "calendar day" calendar day issue after establishregulations highlighted the agen- ing the extent and purpose of its
da of the first meeting of the new activity. The committee intends
Committee
on Academics
held to deal with matters
involving
February 8.
academics and curriculum.
The. twelve-member
committee,
Their considerations
will fall
comprised of seven students, .four into two categories. The first is
faculty membe~s and PresIdent concerned with creative aspects,
Professor Lowenthal is the au- Charles E. Sham, approached the including new courses and differ_______
--:.:.- __ .cl
ent· approaches
to - established
courses,
interdepartmental
rna·
jars,
comprehensives,
"comma"
and. "dash" courses and wider
use of section-discussion
group
combinations.
The second category includes
Hafkesbrink,
Miss Mulvey, Mr. speclflc petitions from the camMcCloy, Priscilla Meyer Tucker pus Cabinet and House of Repre'51, Susan Thomase '64, and Diane sentatives which apply to their
Willen '65 >has decided that the creative aspects.
most fitting memorial would be a
Committee members
stressed
special room to be included in the
that
the views exchanged
are
enlarged
Library.
The George
those of individual members, rathHaines Room will be a place for
er than opinions of the entire stureading, thinking, and exploring
dent body or laculty. Their aims
the world of the mind.
include a lively interchange
of
Hopefully, the atmosphere
of
ideas from members of the two
the room will not be filled with
those academic pursuits including groups.
The undergraduate
and facul·
required assignments.
Instead it
must be one of enlarging
the ty committee members were diwhole mind and enriching the en· vided on the issue of ucalendar
tire student. The room will be days." The strfct attendance regu·
furnished with only a small num- lations are rigidly enforced on
ber of selected items such as Mr. the days direCtly proceeding and
Haines' own publications and fav- preceding the college's recesses.
orite works
which will set its The committee considered a pro·
tone. It will be a place wh,ere the posal that students have a certain
concerned student can satisfy her number 01 traveling days lor a seown intellectual
curiosities
and mester, to be used by the individ·
cultivate new ideas. The George ual student with special permisHaines Room will, In short, help sion.
to perpetuate the enthusiasm for
The faculty's argument for the
the mind and spirit that was char- preservation of the calendar regAn enthusiastic, interesting and acteristic of Mr. Haines himself.
ulations were based on student
The value of such a living me- exploitation
interested teacher is among the
of the absence
of
Students such rules before their introduc·
most vital assets
of a College morial is unmeasurable.
who
were
fortunate
enough
to
community.
Such an asset was
tion fiiteen years ago. LiberalizaGeorge Haines, Professor
of His· have been acquainted with Mr. tion 01 the rules would benefl t a
toward
tory at Connecticut for 21 years. Haines and those who have heard minority and contribute
of the student's
The completion of this long and of his interest in our College will the weakening
find
this
memorial
a
small
way
loyal devotion,
with his sudden
first commitment to learning.
death this past summer, means in which to shoW their appreciaThe "minority"
adds up to a
of
the loss of a great contribution to tion. Any such demonstration
great many people, argued the
thanks
can
be
sent
to
the
DevelOur lives here.
studen ts. Is observance 01 the first
It is hoped that the establish- opment Office in checks made pay- commitment
to learning dependment of a memorial to Mr. Haines able to Connecticut College and ent upon physical appearance in
marked
"for
the
George
Haines
will regain some of his spirit and
class? The student side argued
encouragement
that was a great Room." Your contribution to en- that
the undergraduate
should
hancing
our
facilities
in
such
a
part of his contribution.
not be coerced to attend classes.
A Memorial Committee, headed manner will help to maintain the See ''Faculty Commtttee"-Page 4
by Mr. Cranz and including Miss spirit of Mr, Haines.

George Haines Library Room
To Celehrate Late Professor
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Foreign Affairs inAction Topic
Of Annual Morri son Lecture

"Foreign A1fairs in Action" will
be the topic for the annual Mary
Foulke Morrlason Lecture to be
given by Mr. and Mrs. Csrl Marcy
on February
ZT in the main
lounge of Crozier.
Both Mr. snd Mrs. Carl Marcy
have had a long career in foreign
affairs and public service, and are
well qualified to deliver an interesting and infonnartve
lecture.
Mr. Marcy is currently the Chief
of Staff of the senate Committee
on Foreign Relations. IDs wife is
the women's adviser to the U. S.
Information Agency.
Mr. Marcy received his Ph.D, in
Intemational
Law and Relations
from Columbia In 1943. While he
was working for his degree, he
taught at Coiumbia University.
As an officer In the Department
of State from 1942 untli 1950, he
helped to arrange for prisoner 01
war exchanges, He also served as
an assistant legal and legislative
counsel.
Since 1955 he has acted as the
Chief pf Staff of the senate Committee on Foreign Relations.

Mrs. Marcy has been no less
active than her husband.
For
more than twenty years, she has
been active in the League
of
Women Voters. She was their National Board treasurer and organization chairman from 1956 until
1958.
In the interval between 1958
and her appointment to the U. S.
Information
Agency, she served
as a staff associate to the Carrie
Chapman Cstt Memorial Fund.
The CCMF promotes the principles 01 democratic
selt-government through the development ot
educational programs
In foreIgn
countries.
As the women's activities adviser to the USIA, Mrs. Marcy
aids various women's organiza·
tlons interested
in developing
overseas programs.
Mr. and Mrs. Marcy attended
Willamette University in salem,
Oregon. They were married alter
Mr. Marcy graduated
in
1934.
Mrs. Marcy recelved her degree
lour years later from Barnard
Coliege. They have two children,
a son and a daughter.

Viet Nam: Pro and Con
by Leslie WhIte
by Anne Taylor
"Don't Give An Inch/' said the
'We prate about a rule of law
Yale bulldog with the American but we are practicing the rule or
flag in his mouth. This sign was the claw in Southeast Asia," Senone among many which charac- ator Wayne Morse, democrat from
terized the "Stay in Viet Nam" Oregon, began in a lllrned Interrally last Saturday on the New view shown at a rally protesting
Haven Green.
U. S. intervention
in Viet Nam,
Crowds of students collected on February 11 in the Yale Univer·
the Green to hear three Yale sity Law Auditorium.
University professors speak. Pam·
More than 600 students,
the
pWets and programs with such Yale Dally News reported, heard
slogans
as
"Peace
Through Morse's statements
supported by
Strength,"
"Back President John- four
Yale
professors:
Robert
son's firm stand in North Viet Dahl, Meyer Professor of political
Nam," and "This world cannot science; Robert Herbert, associate
long exist half slave and half professor
of history
01 art;
free!" were thrust into the hands Staughton
Lynd, assistant
proof observers.
lessor 01 history,
and Charles
Presented
by the Connecticut Reich, professor 01 law.
branch of the Young Americans
The rally, sponsored by an ad
for Freedom, the "Stay in Viet hoc committee 01 Yale students
Nam" rally was organized in re- disturbed by the air attacks on
sponse
to a protest
meeting North Viet Namese bases ordered
against war, held the preceeding by President Johnson last week,
Thursday at the Yale Law SCbool. was designed to be a "meeting of
Standing
slightly
apart !rom people who are dismayed by the
the crowd, the opposition carried dangerous and provocative
steps
signs advocating the removal 01 which have been taken and lor
United States troops from VIet those who have serious doubts
Nam. One such sign read, "Nego-- and questions about the wisdom,
tiation, not Escalation." The pro- legality, and justification of Amertest group remained
controlled iean actions in Viet Nam," aeuntil a few of the marchers broke cording
to
Frederick
Warren
in on one of the rally speakers. Boulton, spokesman for the group.
The mood of both groups, how·
Senator
Morse
opening
the
ever, was restrained and orderly. rally, encouraged ~ore such meetProlessor
Charles Moser
of ings. "The President
is the ad·
Yale University
was the first ministrator
of the people's .forspeaker. He stressed the import- eign policy. This sort of rally
ance of viewing the Viet Nam sit· ought to be multiplied
by the
uation in the context 01 world thousands across the country.1t
See "Yale RalJy"-Page 5
See "Wlthdrawal"-Page
8
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ConnCen8U8

administration, and graduate 8t'-"=
to those who would jU~P t~~~ dents . . . The ratings need ucampus last week when
e demn Fischer's suggestiohi? "mar. be published; they could me~~t
awards (or good teaching were an- teacher be crltlcized by 1Stwould be used as one indicator (alonY
U
S
S
0
nounced: ''Why nat consult the ket," that they rernemberthe teach- with ot h'ers, inc 1u dlmg scholarl'g
Established 1916
h students?"
not be the valIdIty a f b'ect thSt accomplishment) to guide depar[
Tbunday thrOU&, "Perhaps the answer lies in that er's J"udgmenl o.fed,hisStUraJthehIs
ment heads in deciding on award.'
Publlab":'d b'
students of COnnecUcutccuese eved~''''_ mld-ye&rt and old rellable maxim of the eempetl •
ub bing) r 0 f permanen t t enu:e, salary inout lb. roll
y
from september to June, except
would be apprars
v~~na.d d
enlJ'Y author1ud at New London. Connecticut.
live system:
'The customer
IS skill at the craft of teac
.
creases, 'and promotions.
The preits pure
and dictanre
t bl res'
result would b e a galVan.
r:
! always
form, ofright.'
course; Not
thatin would
be
Fischer thinks the U' ....vard
hardly
Member
too shockingly revolutionary for Berkeley pUbli~ationshbalveblight."tc increase In the amount of effort
IIH'".''' I" ..""._~~ •• n.n.'tl. If
such a conservative industry as "inflicted any Irrepara e. both invested in good teaching,'
....--1
Adwwtlsing Service, Inc.
AMoclaled Collegiate P..- American education. But it might He adds, "And stud.n~ t~~y find Reviewing
the standard
ob.
Oel&ec'e ,.,.IIUs1lettiaesu---.taUn
Intereollegiate
PreeI
be possible to, experiment ,WIth places have told me th,~ ~
jections (made u,s':!ally by protes.
11 Eut :iO SL
New York. N. Y.
a watered-down version:
Just the guides invaluable.
sors,
not surpr'istngly) , Fischer
.. '_
• """
. til ~.IIU. - .... , .. _ellt.
possibly, the customer m~ght be
But Fischer realizes, as rea~~~~ says simply, "I don't believe a
_.WIGr
BdJioJ'.lD.-ChIet
right now and then, so let s make of this article probablYUbdl~~tion
word of it.';
Anne Taylor
Janet Matthews
a cautious tentative effort to find an
undergraduate
p or rella- \ "Certainly, when 1 was an un.
Edftorlal St&1l'
out what's on his mind'."
.&MIdaat. M.aIIaatJIC' Bdltor
Button Brush '67
could not be as thorough die ad. dergraduate I knew who my good
}II.........
r
Rae Do ....'lles '67
Fischer
is
convinced,
as
stuble
as machinery set by tic stu.' teachers were (the bad ones tOO)
......
Bdlt.on
Tessa Miller '66. Lealle White '66
dents can only hope faculty and ministration
for systema
H and the passing deCades have not
(}epJ'
&dJtu
Mary McCarty '66
•
.....
&dlton
Wendy James '67 Bets North 86
administration are or could be, dent appraisal of the faculty. e changed my view in a single case,
....
~.I~
Mary Ann campbell, ~n
Wattenberg
that the student is "on the whole, sugges ts :
.......
~1!lI'
carol DavJs '65
.
Today, moreover, t he vast majorarcaJaU_
Dinsmore Fulton '68
,
a
pretty
accurate
and
fair.min~ed
"All
that
would
be
needed
ISfian
ity of students are more serious
~
Carolyn Shimkus '65, Suzie Malnzer 68
lI
. .._ to be·
.
I
I ted
'
judge of the quality o( teachmg
....
b7 •• IJUturlNuace
Bunny Bertolette '65
nau
unsigned
queshon
....t
m'
each
more
rIgorous Y se ec ,more
C:uteMlate
Susan Freiberg '66, Sue Bmtol '68
he
gets."
tu
en
d'
th'
d
d
ed
out
by
every
s
mester
deman
mg
an
in
my
ay.
Few
Bealor Board
•
Nancy Baum 'm, saIly mg~.
'6:1. Nancy Herrick '66, Karen Kunstler 6:5,
'What I am suggesting, there- course at the end of the se ,
. of them go to college-to a good
)large Tuf£~65,
CynUila MtUer '66, VlrginJa Chambers '65, sandy Holfore," Fischer says, "is s~ply The results might be eval~ated by college, at least-merely
for en.
ta.raer '85. oan bow '65,
8taft'
that the collective student Judg- a tripartite groUP including re P- tertainment. Indeed, one of their
Kate CW1.la. Uzzle Dean, Carolyn Lewis, Merry Usher Marianna Kaufman,
h
Alice DaJ[hlJan Joan KowaJ, Reggie Gambert, Chr1stlne Schreyer, Molly Hage- merrt should be sought out syste- resentatives of the faculty, t e commonest complaints is against
boeck. J""oanUbow, Barb Johnston Mary d'EsoPG, Jann Mackenzie, Sherry matically, and weighed .(along
instructors who are too entertain.
Bauman. Adele Llporsky. Ginger Puder, Pat AltobeUo, Maureen McCrea, with other factors, includmg reiog.""
Ann Paitlow. Judi Greenburg.
search and publications) in decid·
.......""....".....,,"'........
---------------------------ing faculty rewards and punish- """
".."
Fisher's criticism is apt, as any.
ments."
r one who has ever taught I or
Fischer realizes that student ........."...........
"........"'..........
".....".."......."...... learned at college kl10ws. His sugjudgment is bein~ felt unofficialgestions are, moreover, food for
ly in many ways on a number. of
by BUDIl1 Beriolette
thought:
.4 Student Voice:
campuses. He mentions the lIDWe are soon to be subjected to
Here at Connecticut ,College,the
plicit judgment students
m~ke the great annual "So What~" ?f administration is generous in its
when they fiock to one section of Speech Amalgo. If aro'one IS m praise at convocations and opena basic course, while another sec- doubt as to the l'so_what-ness,"he ing assemblies of the student
tion (taught by another instruct- need only to listen to the campus- body. Connecticut College stu·
Since three Connecticut College faculty members
were or) has practically no subscrib- wide groaning ,as the student dents are, they say, by and large
recently honored for their teaching ability by $1500 grants ers.
body shuffles over to ~almer Au- serious and earnest about their
from theSalgo-Noren
Foundation, comments by John Fischer
"But, by tacit agreement of the ditorium Wednesday:;mght. There work, and serious .and earnest in
from the editor's desk of Harper's Magazine (February
is- Professoriat, this sort of common is nothing particularly interesting their desire to learn. Generally,
sue) concerning criteria for judgment of college teachers are knowledge is supposed to be ig- or exciting about Speech Amalgo the students believe this about
nored by the administrators," -nothing to hold majority atten- themselves. If they didn't, they
of particular interest to readers here.
Fischer says.
tion except perhaps the stage probably would not be here, but
Fischer says many American college students suspect that
Students at Connecticut College presence and mannerisms of a be enjoying the
other-than·aca
they are being gypped. They pay dearly for an education and may pause to consider here the speaker Of a personal friend. demic fruits that hang much more
expect good teaching. Yet in many classrooms they are not reasons information about as· Why?
abundantly
from the trees
of
getting it.
signment of sections to instructknowledge at larger (and usually
Prior to this assembly, the cam· less selective) universities.
"The harsh truth," Fischer says, "is that nearly all of our ors is withheld from students. In
many
basic
general
courses,
girls
pus
at large is presented with litIf the students here are as good
colleges and universities are capable right now of providing
. .chances 10
. get . tIe more than the name of a can· as they and the administration
have to take theIr
far better instruction than they actually put out."
.
C 0uld didate connected with a face, via think they are, is it yet unimag
Hng into "good" sectlOns.
Fischer believes the reason instruction
might not be as the administration not just be the posters in Fanning and inter- inabIe: that student judgment on
.
.
but suppressmg
.
"thi s donn dinners. We are given flash- the teaching abilities of the fac
good as it could be is that the whole academic system is 19normg,
rigged against good teaching.
sort of common knowledge?" If card, glimpses that are ~elpful uUy might be sound and con
"No faculty member (with rare exception) is rewarded if so, they are' precluding the pas· only as a basis of recognition of structive? Is it untenable that
sibility of what is often intelligent the speakers. The speeches them- student considerations
of the
he teaches well, or punished if he doesn't. On the contrary,
all the incentives are arranged to divert him away from action on the part pf a student selves contribute just as little to teaching aQi.J.itiesof those that in
who may be contemplating a rna· a ground for choosing one candi· struct them might be valuable as
teaching, no matter how strong a vocation he may have for
jar in the field of the course in date as opposed to another. We a factor in decisions that should
it, and to penalize him if he wastes too much time on mere question: she is unable 'to pur· are expected to make a choiCe on be made on the basis of the qual
students."
po• efully put herself l'nto a sec- the basis of a two-minute declara- ity of instruction?
Educators are concerned, this article states, as well as tion where she thinks she will tion of virtually nothing, other
John Fischer's comments and
parents and tsxpayers.
Fischer notes Barnard
President learn the material best from the than the hackneyed uIf I am
Rosemary Park's suggestion that part of the blame for dis- person who she thinks is the best elected, I -,willdo my best to rep- suggestions should concern those
teacher.)
• resent YOU." Well . , . so what? on all levels of the college com
content and alienation from campus life among students may
.
FiScher considers
the more ex· We already lInow that we are munity who are -interested in betd
lie with the faculty. The faculty no longer has much contact
.
d
j d
h t . electing representatives. 'What ter colleges, b,etter stUdents, an
better education.
with the students outside the classroom, and all too often PliCIt stu ent u gment t a IS
made at some universities includ- we would like to know is WHO
Sally Higgins
only a formal and perfunctory one inside it, she suggested.
ing HaIV,ard and the University of we are electing and WHY we
Fisher is concerned, above all, with the lack of any "ob- California at Berkeley where the s h 0 u 1 d make this particUlar
jective, impersonal method to measure the quality of teach- students publish their own guides choice.
to courses and teachers.
ing," and with possibilities of correcting the situation.
If we are to take campus elec"Both of these publications are tions seriously, we must be shown
"It is true that nearly everybody on the campus knows
who are the good teachers and who are the bad ones," he based on questionnaires, filled out that the candidates are serious in
~.
says, "but this information is acquired by a process of hear- confidentially by students enrolled their inteptions. It would seem
during the previous semester in
sa.y, student gossip, and osmosis. There is no solid, safe yard- each of the courses listed. The that if they are really earnest and To the Editor:
stIck that a dean or department head can use to justify rais- answers are then tabulated and would like to bring student elecMay I compliIlfent you on the
tions above the lev.el of the usual
ing the pay of a good instructor, or firing a poor one '... "
evaluated, at Berkeley by "the up- personality contest, they should content and style of your Febru
"Consequently, in doling out rewards and punishments the per-division and graduate stu- take the responsibility of making ary 11th issue. Conn Census has
administrator
falls back on something that can be measured: dents in the respective depart· themselves known - and known become more interesting, relevant
ments, at Harvard by the editors NOT merely as a social phenomeresearch and publication ... "
of 'D1e Crimson., It is my impres- non, but as a candidate with con- and thouglttful than I have ever
Fischer continues, objecting, "So long as research alone sion that both sets of evaluators
.seen it before.
pays off, in cash and fame, the temptation to scamp on teach- try hard to be fair, ignoring the crete and articulate proposals. In
Carole French '67
I
other words, let's have some
mg IS almost irreSIstible. Hence the lectures delivered year comments of soreheads
and electioneering!
after year from notes compiled a generation ago ... the per- grudge-nursers . . :'
How are we as voters to be in- To the Editor,
functory seminar, the brushed-off questions, the impatient
The evaluators are cautious,
A successful Mid-Winter Week
stifling of a student's zea1."
Fischer discovered, where the evi· terested in an election if the canWe should be amazed and thankful, Fischer says, that a dence was sparse or contradic- didates show little interest? They end does not just happen; it is
few rare souls continue "to sweat to teach the very best they tory. But the guides can be also, allow themselves to be presented the result of the effort of many
he says, "brutally candid."
at a compUlsory assembly much individuals. I would like to take
can," considering (he quotes Dr. Logan Wilson of the Ameras cows at a cattle show. And
h
Among
quotes
from
the
Harwith
such meager information as this opportunity to thank. sue
Ican Council on Education)
"the faculty itself regards relief
vard and Berkeley guides are de- . .
people
as
Betsy
Leitner
(the
from teaching as the chief reward for accomplishment, or as scriptions that no doubt provoke 1Sgl\:en to the student body, they Chainnan of "the Tickets commit
the highest status symbo1.
a laughing "I lmow the type!" are Judged in much the \ same tee, who spent innumerable hours
Indeed, how seldom the best (or at least the most highly from a student reader, and no manner .. Are we to elect a repre- selling tickets in Fanning, han
recognized) teachers are "at home." Fischer reconstructs the less than a shudder of horror sentative because of surface ap- dUng scores of mail orders and at
pearance and ,a modulated moo?
te
unhappy situation of Henry (or Sue) wllo went.to "Halls of from a college professor who If
so, then Why not leave us to the same time keeping accura
Ivy D." (or Connecticut College) in ecstatic anticipation of might not relish being himself make totally blind choices and rec0rds of all sales), Gina Her
learnmg at the feet of 'Dr. Grumbacher"
or "Dr. McSpivey" subjected to this sort of scrutiny. spare us the ago
f"
'd old, (the Chairman of the ReTo these latter who are either speeches.
ny 0 InSlpl freshments Committee who s e
.only to find that the former "great is Ion the President's
timid or aloof, Fischer addresses r-.
hours of culinary labor resulted
Council of Economic Advisors in Washington;
the latter do- this argument:
. If not, .Candldates, kindly give I in over one thousand sandwiches),
ing research in Fiesole (Le., not in the c1assrQ.om).
'
'Writers, actors, painters, chefs, us a baSIS of comparison! Take Susan Mikkelson (the Assistant
But Fischer has some constructive suggestions. One meth- and automobile manufacturers a ~t3;TId
o.nsomething-ANYthing.
Chairman who linge:t:ed in a
od of improving teaching, he advocates, is the promotion and also suffer when they read reo DISh!lgutsh yourselves from your phone booth in Hamilton House
extension of the Master of Arts in Teaching courses that views of their work----'think how t'unmng-mates other than by the for three weeks attempting to
have been piloted at Harvard, Yale, and a few other places the designers of the Edsel must color of your hair or the name of convince Murray-the-K that he
have felt-and yet they somehow
Such training made widely available for future college in~ continue to operate. Sometimes your dorm. We can SEE what was -passing up a tremendous op
structors "would be infinitely more useful than the present they even profit from such criti. vou look like. So what? We want portunity) and Linda Johnston
compulsory union card, the Ph.D.," he believes.
cism. Why, then, should teaching +0.k~ow your Qualiflcatipns, your (the head of publicity who made
opmlOns Onvarious issues. If you sure everyone knew this was the
For the immediate problem, the "publish or perish" predi- be the only important function in
wa~t our, interest, you must weekend to watch Submarines).
our
society
which
is
not
subject
to
ment a~d the lack of a.n objective device for measuring and
rna e us. mterested. Otherwise
We sometime's take clever dec
rewardmg
good. teachmg, one of the suggestions Fischer either criticism or to the appraisal our vote l~ a token gesture and orations, lighting and good. bands
of the market?"
offers IS one which mIght have occurred to students on this
<It is to be recommended here r~ur ~lechon a majority' flip of for granted but they ~lso don't
e Com.
See "Letters to Editor,,-page 6
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Student- Government Elections 1965
I

"The conscientious execution
of any leadership
position requires three essentials:
inter.
est, energy, and time. Each factor is dependent upon the other. Interest must propel the Individual, energy sustain her
and time permit her the prope;
fufilment
of her responstnijj.
ties." ... Bobbie Morse

VICE PRESIDENT
The office of the Vice-President
of the Student Government Is an
extremely flexible one in whleh
there Is a great deal of room for
the individual to exercise her Initiative.

Peggy Rifkin

PRESIDENT

The President of 'Student Government must be willing to contribute much of her private self
to the public demands of her job.
If her concern for the well-being
and good functioning
of the Connecticut
College
community
is
\ sincere, then she is bound to try
to give to Student Government
her most tireless perfonnance.
to

Karen Bralnerd

The holder of this office can
playa vital role in Student Government, through her participaJudy Stid<eI
tion in Cabinet because her restrengthen
communications
sponsibllity is particularly directed toward thls position.
through the understanding
and
The Vice-President's primary retransmission
of various
view· sponsibillty is that of improving
points represented
on this cam- public relations
among all the
pus.
branches of the college communThere are, of course. with any lty, She is the connection bejob, certain

nuances

of responst.

tween students

and the residence

billty that do not lend themselves office. The vast area of Studentto adequate

definition.

For

in- Faculty relations

CHIEF

.rtiSTIC'E

In order to assure the llte of
any system the system must undergo con tant re-examInation
and
introspection on behalf of those
who compose
the system.
The
same is true. of the Honor System
at Connecticut There Is no more
opponune time for this than duro
Ing the elections of the Student
terest. For example, she is re- Government offlcers.
sponsible for organizing the Student-faculty
teas. and the problems, thereof. She also handles
some Public Relations Communications between a student and her
hometown.
Among the Vice . President's
other duties are the organization
of the Student Government Elections, and the Father's Day Banquet. She supervises other banJoan BooolarelIi
quet arrangements
as well
as
other college functions, serving
on the Absence Committee and
helping with
Freshmen
Week.
The job of the Vice-President of
the Student
Government
otters
the individual a great deal of experience toward the total educational process.

is her chief In-

stance, there should always be exSandy Kantor

"aula Mittleman

I

She must meet the obligations
of meetings, legislative proposals,
communications
and public relattons.
She must attend Honor
·Court and the House of Representatives as an ex officio but still
vocal participant.
She must plan
and conduct
her own Cabinet
meetings.
More important,
the
President of Student Government
must act as the necessary liaison
between the administration
and
the students
at her scheduled
meetings
with
the Dean
and
President
of the College. In this
capacity, she recognizes her-perhaps-a-most vital task: namely

RELIGIOUS

FELLOWSBIP

Claire Gaudiani
During the course of a year,
the President of Religious Fellowship finds herself playing a variety of roles. The most important
job is presiding at Religious Fellowship
Cabinet meetings.
This
~ody is not only responsible for
Its own programs such as the conference and lecture series but also
acts in an advisory and coordinating capacity with respect to the
Protestant,
Catholic, and Jewish
groups. Receiving her directions
in Cabinet, the President
then
presides at council meetings acting as a liasion between the representatives
of the student body
and cabinet. Similarly, she must
meet frequently
with the presldents of the three groups to check
on the progress
and to become
acquainted
witli any problems
Which might have to be presented
at the ne",t Cabinet meeting.
Apart from her direct involvement in Religious Fellowship and
Chapel
activities
the President
sits on StUdent c'overnment
Cabinet as well as on several commit·
tees concerned with activities 01
the senior class. These are only
the major aspects of her job. She
has many other duties to perform,
some of which arise during the
Year. Taken as a whole, the office

\

pected
the
'unexpected
task,'
whether it be the immediate solution of a minor problem not,previously anti,cipated or the more
deliberate solution to a complex
and worrisome development.
Regardless of the drama or urgency
of a situation, if it is sudden and
new, the President must rely on
her own discretion and judgment
to settle the matter. She resorts
to no precedents here, but rather
to her own measured ingenuity.

Betsy Cook
SPEAKER

OF THE HOUSE

The Speaker's prime functlon is
to serve as a channel of ccmmunicatIon between students and administration. She should be a dynamic and enthusiastic person,
capable of presenting both sides
of a question. In House of Rep
she leads discussions of proposed
legislation.

An Honor System, in order to
remain a dynamic force within
the college community, must reflect the changing tenor ot the
individuals on this campus. The
Honor Court which has been delegated the role ct entorcing the
JoAnn H...

She is a member of Cabinet and
It should be remembered, howthe Committee on Student Organever, that the office of the Presiizations, where she ,must present
dent is ineffectual if it receives
no 'Support from the public body
it attempts to serve. No amount
of interest, energy, or time by the
President
will insure
Student
Government against inactivity if
'no one responds. Her labor should
not be a substitute
for yours.
Please consider your own commitments when you judge the
Dan! Dana
candidates on theirs. Thank you.

Stevie Pierson

Debby Nicholl

standards 01. the community must
not become so rigid as to become
A. A. PRESIDENT
isolated from the atmosphere
ot
Bobbie Morse
the campus. Yet it must alsoup-President
The Athletic Association is an hold and enforce the regulations
to a community
in
organization immediately concern- necessary
Student Government
ed with the student body. Under which many live. Honor Court
It, Outing Club, sabre and Spur, must be sensitive to the needs of
Modern Dance,
"C" Synchers, the individual and to those 01 the
of President of Religious Fellowcompetitive
swimming,
Sailing community. This is a challenging
ship is an active and meaningful
task.
Club, interclass sports and Learnone.
Honor Court must
not
lose
ed House activities have been inAnn Doughty
Diana Hall
stituted to provide enjoyment and sight of the fact that It need not
be, nor should it be, a solely puniopinions 01 the house as well as recreation.
tive body. It should be a creative
her own.
part of our Student Government.
As a leader, she must try to
Thus, the role of Honor Court at
present the house and the school
Connecticut College should be rewith new ideas and newapproachevaluated
and re-appraised
by
es to old concerns. As an elected
each student so that it may conrepresentative,
she must reflect
tinue to play an effective part in
the beliefs 01 the whole student
the self-government
of the stubody, while working
for
the
dents at Connecticut. As .responslBrucie Stoddard
things that matter to her.
ble members 01 our Student Government
we should have these
Carolyn
goals in mind while choosing our
Anderson
weekend and the various mixers;
representatives.
the Bloodmobile, Cancer Drive,
SERVICE LEAGUE
The
president
must
direct
her
~Iary Eberhardt '65
and the Lost and Found; and the
ChIef Ju_
01 Honor Court
Community Fund Drive. The ap- council in the e1Ilcien't adminlstraof the various
programs.
The function of the Service pointed members ot the cabinet tion
Much of her energy, however, is
League president is administrative.
organize the volunteer programs
It is under her direction that com- at Mystic Oral School, Lawrence devoted to improving communlcation between AA and the students
mittees and assistants
carry out
by suiting the activities to their
the various activities of Service
needs.
League. While she does not perThe head of AA must be ensonally handle these things she is
thusiastic, interested
in people,
responsible for their smooth funcand above all, a born organizer.
tioning and efficient execu tion.
In selecting the right candidate,
one must not lose sight of her
role on Cabinet.
Her position requires the abllity to lead, cooperate and judge
wisely, and the capacity to ma- Linda Lawton
ture.
& Memorial Hospitals, Learned
House and Seaside. Since these
varian's committees function inde.Ton! Gold
pendently, it is the job of the
The elected members
of the Service League president to reService League cabi.net Vie:e' tain the unity 01 the organization.
president. Social ChaIrman, ChaJ.T- The president must also be willman of Local Services, and Com· ing to accept suggestions and inItmunity Fund Chalrman-are
each late new Ideas that will be of servo
HeatberWoods
responsible for particular
activi- ice to the College and the com·
SlIBlU1 Ford
ties. These include the N~W .Fac- munity.
Beth Overbeck
ulty-Student
dinner;
-IDldwmter

•

.....

Thursday,

Pap Four

E

P;e idential Candidates State
iews on Student Government
Round one: ,Barbara Morse.
President of Student Go\'ernment,1
announced at the February second A...'dALGO that nominations
tor Student Government
offices
for the tenn of l..965-O6 were open.

The Student Government ~so~~
as successful as the ~:en ant it
officers whom they e
w
to be."
.
A Junior honors En~lish major,
Judy Stickel's home 15 Chatham,
Four members ot the class or New Jersey. During her fresh1966 have chosen to vie for the I man year she represented her
oIlIce 01 President or the Student class on the Athletic Association
Government:
San d r a Kanter, Executive Board; sophom~re year
Paula Mittleman.
Peggy Rifkin, she directed "AA's" publicity. As
and Judy Stlckel_ Round two: The a junior she was elected a House
war of words will stretch over a Junior and president of the J~.
_week
period and will Include ior class, In this latter capactty,
dormitory dinners and a tea on she has guided a successful class
February eighteenth, d uri n g project, Mascot Hunt. and will
which the candidates will Infer- soon be vitally absorbed m the

mally expose more completely Junior Show. Participation In
their plan ot action if elected. Student Org., In the absence cornRound three: A speech AMALeO mittee and in a student governwill be held on February twentythird, and the school elections
will toUOW.

ment
lerns

conference on "The Frobot Student Government"

or

marks the gamut

Judy's expo-

rtence. Judy views "student govIdeM
ernment as now' primed to begin
"I have bec<>rne Increasingly In· a realization of its vitality as an
t..-ested In the ftexlbillty ot Stu- architect of policies for the prodent Government with respect to motion of student·faculty
rela·
the ehanging force and function tions, and as a key to open new
ot the student body. 1 would at- doors of opportunity to students
tempt to reaJlze this potential to who see that interest in commu·
a greater degree and in doing so, nity government
is active ...
I
meet the needs of the present find that my personal energies
Connecticut College community," are like Spic and Span in that
remarks
sandra
Kanter
from they are ready to let loose in wa·
Beverly, Massachusetts. As a ter an effort to bring out student
House JunIor and as a member government to further realization
of the newly-concelved Academic of its power.'''
Committee, Sandra has actively
participated
in Student G?ve~· For Vice President
ment. Academically, she IS m·
Candidates
for the office of
volved in her major, as a memo
ber,of the Junior Economic Hon· Vice-president are Karen Brain·
erd '66 and Jane Brown, also class
ors program.
of '66. Jane, whose home is in
Paula Mittleman
of Sommer· Easton, Pennsylvania,
is a math
ville, New Jersey has gained reo major and has served in dorm of·
warding experlence through her flces and as a house junior. Her
work in 8elVice League, Learned dormitory is MOITisson. Her com·
House and Koine. Further, she ment for a better student govern·
has served as an alternate House ment is as follows:
"My ideas
Junior and her Interest has led her toward a more effective student
to sit tn the House of Represent· government would be al0':m the
attves. Paula, an English major, Jines of Jess separation of power
feels "that Student Government among cabinet, honor court, and
should be an active, vital part of house of representatives
by uti·
student Ufe on the campus. Re- lizlng cabinet's given power as
cently, this vitality has seemed to overseer of the total student gov·
diminish. 1 hope to rejuvenate ~rnment. A specific instance of
that which Is diminishing and to this might be in the form of a
conttnue that which is such a board made up of Cabinet memo
large part of our life here."
bers to screen any questionable
From Denver, Colorado, Peggy social or academic cases as to
Rllkin has worked as a member who should judge them, Honor
of the freshman election commit· Court or the Administration. This
would avoid any unnecessary detee, as a dormltory representative
for her Junior class, and as a lay In judgment or any criticism
House JunIor. Her continued part· of Honor Court caused by its hav·
nership
with
campus
life Is ing handled cases without precethrough Religious Fellowship as dent and involving administrative
its Treasurer and through Learn· violations rather than those hav·
ed House. A psychology major, ing to do with honor."
Peggy's Involvement is mirrored
Miss Brainerd, who is In Kath·
In her aim: "My goal would be to arine Blunt House, comes from
make the government
of Con· Canton,
Connecticut.
She too
necticut College a product of the was a dorm officer sophomore
joint efforts 01 each of the 1400 year and is a House Junior. Her
members of the student body ...
major is Religion.
0arvIId ....

Barblra

Sears to Open Music Series

Barbara Sears will open this
year's round of senjor recitals
with a program of vocal music
from Mozart to Vaughn Williams
Wednesday, February 24, at 8:30
p.m. in Holmes Hall.

Vit, follOWed by five contemporary
selections

by Vaughn

On Wenlock Edge,

Williams,

From Far,

From Eve and Morning, Is My
Team Ploughing, and When Once
I was in Love with You.

Miss Sears, a senior music maMiss sears will close the pro·
jor from Mobile. Alabama. is giv· gram
with
six Rachmaninoff
ing the recital as an individual songs, Lilacs, Night,
Into
My
study project. She said that al- Open Window, Morning, The Is·
though the recital, in past years, land, The Coming of Spring.
was considered part of the com·
prehensive examination, it has

now been offered as a specIal project as part of music 301-302_
The program for her February
24 concert will include a selection

trom Mozart's opera,

I.e

Debussy song, Air de Ua

(L'En·

lant Prodlgue) will close the lirst
half 01 the program.
the Intennission,

Miss

Sears wUl offer four songs by
Poulenc. Air Romantlque,
Air
Chl\ffipelre, Air Grave, and Air

C didates COl;npete.for Role
O~nHonor Court Chief Justice
meeting ot the "Ses-

The lirst

sion in the President's
~~
..
took place last Monday. 'I'raditlon
at Connecticut College was the
opening topic tor debate.
Several
students
were
concerned about the "spiritlessness"
evident on our campus. To combat any real or imagined apathy,
students should support present
traditions, but perhaps we need
to "create new traditions" such
as a mountain day. The real s~lu,
tion to the problem is a question
of student
initiative, but there
should be practical ways to encourage this "initiative."
"Cars on Campus" was the
next question discussed. The absence of cars prevents students
from making long trips for vacations; for skiing, and to areas
otherwise inaccessible.
Mr. Shain said that the presence of cars on campus would
completely change the character
of the college. The situation
would be 'economically undemo·
cratic.' It was suggested, finally,
that the financial difficulties of
the New Haven railroad
might
lead to a new consideration
of
the problem.
Another aspect of
the problem involves the present
college regulations regarding car
rental. It was agreed that this
problem may have some influence
on the present rule against renting cars.
Toward the end of the meeting,
several questions were raised in·
volving the causes of the 'mass
exodus' that takes place at Con·
necticut each Friday. The diffi·
culty of finding entertainment for
minors in the New London area
was emphasized.
The next roundtable discussion
will take place within the next
month. Students are encouraged
to submit questions for the next
discussion to the COnn Census of·
fice. The questions may concern
practical problems, such as those
discussed. at Monday's meeting, or
they may take on a wider ,per·
spective. Date, topic, and sign·up
sheet will be posted at the appro·
priate time.
I

H. }. Ryser to Speak
Monday on Mathematics
The Mathematical
Association
of America and the department of
mathematics will co·sponsor Professor Herbert J. Ryser of Syra·
cuse University in a public lee·
ture on Monday at 8:00 p.m. in

Hale.

•

Dr. Ryser WilJ. speak on Combi·
national Mathematics, the field of
mathematics which considers, for
example, in hoW many ways can
four hands of bridge be dealt?
A Visiting lecturer for the MAA,
Professor Ryser is one of four·
teen in this area. The 1964·65 program of visiting lecturers is. designed to strengthen
and stImu·
late the mathematics programs of
colleges. It has been administered
by the MAA since 1954, and is
financially supported by the Na·
tional Science Foundation.
Dr. Ryser received his bache·
lor's and Ph.D. degrees at the
University of Wisconsin. Before
joining the staff of Syracuse, he
was a member of the Institute of
Advanced Study and a professor
at Ohio State University.
Presently, he is a cOl}sultant to
the Rand Corporation and the au·
thor of Carus Monograph No. 14.

.
II ge eleeThe upcommg all;~a~s vying
tiona find ~t~ee
Chief Justice
for the POSI Ion
AU three are
of Honor Court.
966
members of the class of 1·

~a:

-

"As the school has enlarged, ~a

gap has

Honor
Court
and the student
body, as is evidenced in the scar.
city of visitors at Court meet.
ings.
Through'
Conn
Census,
I should like to enable stUdents
and Honor
Court to question,
suggest, and re-examine the Honor System and other aspects of
Honor Court, in hopes of aSSUT.
ing that the individual's relation.
ship with Court would _ attain
more than just a punitive
nature.", comments Debby Nichols,
French major from Winchester,

~~r:rt

been growing between

Massachusetts.

.

Debby served on !I0~r
Court
as a freshman and junior, was a
house junior, and held t~e position of class secretary dunng her
sophomore year.

Speaker ot the House

......
The four candidatys for Speak
er are Diana Hall, Dani Dana,
Stephanie
Pierson, and Jo Ann
Hess. Diana, an economics major,
comes from Chatham, New Jersey. She is presently on House of
Rep, and if elected speaker would
like to see the House serve more
fully as a coordinating
body between student ·government
and
serving as an in·
'IThe office of Chief Justice is the students,
and uniting
force be·
me of great responsibility: respon- formant
sibility -to every girl under the tween dorms.
Honor Code to carry out her duo
Dani is a sociology major, from
ties efficiently and confidentially;
Newton Centre, Mass. As Morris·
responsibility to those outside the son's house president, she is on
college community. In order. for House of Rep. Dani would like to
this responsibility
to be sohdly see greater
unity between
the
based there must be contact and dorms and House of Rep. She
unde~standing between the Honor suggests
that the House work
Court and the student body as a closely with the student·faculty
whole concerning what the code academic committee.
Dani also
is which both groups are support· sees a possibility of House of Rep
ing. Therefore, with the help of and dorm
presidents
assisting
the student body, I feel that it is and supporting "something in the
necessary to re-examine and claro line of Conn Quest."

yeV-

.'

Stevie, an East Asian history
major, is from Baltimore, Mary·
land. She is presently vice--presi·
(Continued trom Pa2'e One)
dent of Freeman,:"- and has had
much past experience in leading
high
school activities.
and that concentrated absences in various
Saturday classes do not seem det· Stevie hopes for greater activity
rimental to the learning process. on the part of House of Rep in
closer contact with the dorms.
President
Shain pointed
out
Her goal is to decrease student
that
possibly
attitudes
h ave
apathy_
changed
dUring
these
fifteen
Jo Ann, from Birmingham, Ala·
years, and that students
might
act more maturely now. The sub· barna, is majoring in studio art.
ject could b~ dropped, he said, or Jo Ann is the sophomore
class
pursued further.
president and a member of Cabi·
If the subject is pursued, the net. If elected she will strive for
unity on campus,
and
Instruction Committee may take greater
awareness
of various
activities
it up on stUdent recommendation,
with a possibility of discussion and the workings of student government.
This might be acCom·
and action.
The committee will discuss the plished, Jo Ann suggests, through
exam schedule at its next meet- dorm unity and a: more powerful
H ....
'H.~ council.
ing February 22_

Faculty Committee

••
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Honor Code, for the office
Chief Justice is what the
System is to every stu.
Betsy states.

. elli, majoring in
Joan
u~lar
is from New
European hlS~~t
An active
C
Canaan,
onne stud~nt bodY, and
membe~ o~ ~ Joan has had the
hOus~ JU~~to regard the HanoI'
~~m various viewpoints.
hi f Justice
She asserts, "The C e r Cdurt
serves not only the H~no it is sh~
but also the students, or
This
who initially ~resents b~:C~:~ and
she must do in aJ.l 0 ~er to Iulunbiased ma~e~ .m ~o Court and
fill her responslbllltv th COurt and
the student. But bo
. ...
the student have responslbl~ltles
to each other of which both must
become more aware.
Thus, ~he
Chief Justice must serve as a lmk
between the two to further under·
standing."
Pre-med zoology major Betsy
Cook lives In Farmington,
Can·
necticut. A transfer stu?ent from
Elmira
College, ElmIra,
New
York, Betsy has served on student
government for two years. She
was a member of an equivalent t9
Cabinet for one year and was on
the Judicial Board, which corre·
sponds to Honor Court, for one
B
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Il. S. Department of St G.
On SO'f.th .Viet.N am' s St~te lVes Bnckground
ConnCenaua

Reprinted

from Department

Yale Rally
(CoaUDued from

ggles for Freedom

of

Pap

ODe)

not or wID nol delend Itself "' no
longer a nation."
pror.......
David • elson Rowe
commented that he was
happy
about the mllitary srrueucn
In
Viet Nam, only we are three
years late. His references to NIxon's proposal for extension of our
bombing attacks on
orth VI~t
Nam brought cheers from
the
crowd.
Prolessor Rowe outlined a livestep program for dealing with the
situation. His plan was in the dl.
recnon 01 carrying the war Into
Iorth Viet ram, Ftrst.. we should
resort to aerial bombing. SEcondJy. "":e should b\?"kade North
Viet Nam by sea. Tlt!rd.Iy, we
should extend guerrilla warfare
to the north. And, as securIty to
our military ald in South Viet
Nam, we should bring in more
American forces
Prolessor Rewe'a final proposal
was to engage the support of in.
terested alIles by direct partleipatton. As a result we would not
be prosecuting this war on our
own.
Professor Rowe told the gath·
ered students on the New Haven
Green that he realized military
strength was not the only way to
face this crisis. But it will serve
as a fence necessary for the culti·
vation of economic and social factors inside. We
must
protect
these Interests, he stated, by a
fence.
See "Yale Rally"-Page
7

Communism.
Alter
saying for
COunterparts, giving advice and years that we will never abandon
assistance of various kinds For Viet am, our desertion can only
them to give the actual· com. resu.It in a loss of trust in the
Q: What are the origins of our :~ b~ilding morale and IOy~e:,;;; man.ds w0U!d not change the 0(>" Unlted States. Prolessor
Moser
commitment in Viet-Nam?
'tye Aovernment is physical seeur- e~atIona1 situation significantly, said thal military strength was
1 •
s long as the Viet C
our biggest single responsibility.
A: The Unit~ States has pro- able to terroIize the "vUia°ng are since Vietnamese otDcers provide
"Is Viet Nam really worth savvided econo~lc, technical,
and Jatlon, morale canno~ b
n popu, courageous, capable leadership It ing?" asked Professor Drake. He
would raise serious dimCulties.·
military asststance to Viet.Nam to be good. But it is qeU~~pect~
strongly aflinned that it was!
First, for U. S. officers to take
since 1950. After the Geneva ac- that, given adequate pro plain
When
Lenin formulated
his
unlts four-step
cords of 1954 the U. S. Miiitary from Communist
reprisalstection command of Vietnamese
plan to conquer
the
Ass i s tan c e Advisory Group South Vietnamese
will
• the would be to put us in the position world, said Pro lessor Drake he
(MAAG) became the only outside their Government
support 01 the French. It would smack 01 declared that he would not have
colorualism. It Would damage the to take the United States. "It wDJ
source of military aid for the Vi· Vlet-Nam
Vietnamese will to fight for them. fall like overripe fruil "
etnamese armed forces. This activity was within the framework
.Q: What is our goal in South selves and would be vigorously
.
The Yale Professor, reminded
and profitably exploited in Viet
of the accords.
VIet-Nam?
the listeners of Lenin s project:
Cong propaganda.
The policy behind our assist.
A: In helping the Repubiic 01
to take over Eastern EUrope, AsJa,
Second, it would aggravate the and Western Europe. The United
ance was stated in a letter from Viet-Nam to resist the attack
language
problem,
since
VietnaPresident
Eisenhower
t6 the mounted against
it, the United
States would then lall Today Ihe
mese enlisted men do not speak list of conquered countries is
President of Viet-Nam on October States has these goals:
or French,
and
not growing, . he warned. Yet some
1, 1954: "The purpose of this or1. an end to the fightin
and English
enough U. S. advisers speak flu. people still do not recognize the
fer is to assist the Government
terror in South Viet-Nam' g
ent Vietnamese.
Attempting
to plan.
of Viet-Nam in dev.eloping and
2
.
'
maintaining a strong viable stat
. preservation of the freedom COmmand field operations with the
If we pull out ot Viet Nam, said
capable
of resistin~
attempt:t
~~ J~:elSOUth Vi~tnamese people aid of interpreters would be cum- Professor Drake, Red China will
The move in. Our abandonment will
subversion or aggression through desires o~~COrtdmgt tdotheIr own bersome and unsatisfactory.
advice, and support show how little we value the peomilitary means."
,
. ou OUSI e interfer_ trianing,
.
?nce and WIthout serving the pol- functions are well handled since pie. Communism will take over;
Our commItment
was restated ICy of any other nation.
the language problem is much we w~ be left in isolation.
by President Eisenhower
in 1959
.
less serious at the officer level.
It IS the responsibility 01 the
when he said: "Unassisted
VI'et . 3. establIshment of the author·
American nation to stay In Viet
,
. Ity of the G
t'
S
V1el-Nam
Nam cannot at this time prOOuc
overnmen
In algon
Nam, he declared. He emphasized
Q: Why not end the fighting in his point with a quote
and support the military forma: ~~:~ all
ierritory south of the
from
South Viet·Nam by neautraliza- Churchillj "A nation whJch can·
tions essential
to it or, equally
par e .
.
important
the morale-the
hope
The CommunIsts charge that tion through negotiation?
the confidence, the pride-neces:
t~e Uni~~ States seeks to es~
A: What is meant by "neutrali·
sary to meet the dual threat of hsh a nul~ta~y base in South Viet·
zation"? If it means that South
aggression from without and sub- Nam .. ThlS IS false. We have no Viet·Nam is to be permitted to deversion within its borders.
colom~ or territorial
aims any- velop in peace according to its
. . . Strategically,
South Viet- where In Southeast Asia, nor do )wn wishes, free of interference or
Nam's capture
by the Commu. we seek any national military ad· control by outside lorces, then a
nists would bring their power v~tage
such as. the establish· solution is indeed at hand. It was
by Leslie White
this idea is true, "we ought not to
several hundred miles into a hith- ~ent of bases. It IS the Commu· spelled out in the 1954 Geneva ac·
speak
01 God at all ... but should
cords.
The
fighting
in
South
God,
in
the
Judaea·Chrfstian
ertofree
region. The remaining
msts w~o wish. to impose their
countries in Southeast Asia would sterile dictatorships on a free peo- Viet-Nam is the result of the Gov. tradition, is a creator, is perfect, instead worship and revere him."
efforts to defend the and is a person. "I find this con· The speaker reminded the congrebe menaced by a great flanking pl~. . Our purpose in Southeast ernment's
ception a calamitous ?ne . . ." gation that "Religion is one thing;
movement ... The loss of South ASia IS to frustrate these designs. country against the Communists'
rampant
violations
of
the
negotisaid Mr. Lester
ReISS, guest the philosophy of religion quite
Viet-Nam would set in motion a
Q: Isn't the war in South Vietated
settlement
Peace
~peaker
at
Sunday'S
chapel servo another."
crurilbling process that could as Nam a civil war and thus no con.
can come Ice
Mr. Reiss' discussion led to the
to South Viet-Nam if the Hanoi
it progressed,
have grave co~se- cern of ours?
concept
of philosophical
pride.
authorities
and
their
agents,
the
.
Speakmg
to.
a
f~l
congreg?-·
quences for us and for freedom."
A: Far from being a civil war,
Drawing
from
F.
H.
Bradley's
tJ<:lDof Connecticut girls and th~lr
Viet.Nam
the war in South Viet·Nam is the' Viet Cong, end their aggression
Appearance
and
RealIty,
Mr.
.
. result of the announced attempt and observe the terms of ""the ",:mter-weekend dates, Mr. RelSS Reiss mentioned the philosopher's
agreement that was signed 10 ~scussed what he c~ed one of
!n 1961 PresIdent Kennedy paId. of the Communist regime in years
ago.
hiS problems: the eXIstence and "peculiar kind ot pride." "After
trIbute to the courage of the Viet· i North Viet·Nam to conquer South
nature of GoeL The "calamity" all, his is work done on higher
namese people and said:
Viet-Nam in violation of the 1954 But the kind of "net:'tralization"
lies in the incompatibility between subjects." The philosopher tries to
" ...
the United States is de- Geneva accords. In Communist adyocated by N0r:th Ylet.Nam and "the ideas of power and personal· discover thse nature ot all things
termi~ed. to help Viet-Nam p~e- propaganda this form of aggres- its puppet orgamzatIon, the UNa- ity on one side" and "the notion at once, ot reality over appear·
serve Its mdependence, protect Its sion masquerades
as a "war of tional Liberation Front of South of perfection on the other."
ance, the inte11JgibJe over the senp.eople against. Communisl assas· national liberation."
In reality, Viet-Nam" plainly means some·
Our conception of the na- sible. Bradley disagrees, said Mr.
SillS, and buIld a better
life the war which the Viet Cang are thing else. Under their formula ture of God is an inconsistent Reiss, with the view that "...
through economic growth."
waging against South Viet-Nam all outside assistance to South one," he said. By removing the work done on such nobJe subjects
On June 2, 1964 President John- is directed politically and militar- Viet-Nam would end, despite the contradiction on one side and re- is for that reason noble work."
son said:
'
~
ily from Hanoi. the capital of fact that it comes at the request taining the other side, we destroy Bradley says "there is no sin however prone to it the philosopher
God.
"It
,b hi'
North Viet·Nam. It is commanded of the Government. Negotiations
m?-y e e pful to outlme primarily by leaders infiltrated would take place for the reurrf'tiMr. Reiss instructor of Philoso- may be which philosophy can jusf~~~
bc:SICthemes that ~overn our from north of the 17th parallel. cation ?f all Viet·Narn, and the phy, pointed out three
of the tify so little as spiritual pride."
p
y m Southeast ASIa
It is supplied by weapons
and absorption of the South into the ways in which philosophers have
"That is," said Mr. Reiss, "the
First, America keeps its word. equipment sent by North
Viet- North, an outcome long aimed attempted to solve this inconsis- philosopher is no more privileged
at by Viet Cong terrorist tactics tency. "The first way is to insist in his access to d1vinity than the
Second, the issue is the futurejNam,
whic~ in turn .is ~upport~
that God is both finite and tem- ordinary man; his way is no bet·
of Southeast
Asia as a whole.
by Red Chma. Its aIm IS to WIn would result
Third our purpose is peace
control of South Viet·Nam for
Neutralization
is a two-way poral, limited by his creation of tel' and no worse than more cusFourt'h, this is not just a jun~l~ communism, in violati?n of sol· street. In the context of current nature and man, and subject to tomary routes to the deity." But
there is a di.fl'erence which lies in
war, but a struggle for freedom emn ·agreement~ and WIth no ref- world affairs it requires a sever. both gr?W~ and loss:"
the philosopher's re!usal to subon every front of h
t' . erence to the WIshes of the South ing of. ties with both sides of the
In t~s VIew God IS n<;>longer
mit to mystery.
.ity."
uman ac IV Vietnamese people.
struggle
between
communism
perfect In the ~ense of being com·
Nietzsche
expresses the idea
and freedom. In repeated public plete;, He contr.lbutes to the world
President
Johnson went on to Viet·Nam
statements
North Viet.Nam has and he and hls creatures are co· that philosophical faith is a beliel
say:
Q: What is meant by "war of
specifically rejected
neutraliza.
cre3:tor.s." G<;>dbecomes our c?m. in the "thinkability of all things,"
" .... we are bound by solemn national liberation"?
tion for itself. Its aims in advo. paTIlO~: He ~ no longer omrupo- notably the existence and nature
commitments
to help defend this
A: The Communists have adop- cating
neutralization
illustrates
tent.
God IS a p:rt~t
~rson, of God. The third way, the resort
area a g a ins t Communist
en· ted this phrase, first used by So- the Communist maxim "What's bU~ not" a perfect bemo?' ; s.ald Mr. to mystery, said Mr. Reiss, must
.
.
.
d h l'
. ReiSS, Moral perfection IS not be, rejected by any philosophical
croac~ment.
We will keep this viet Premier Khrushchev in 1961,
yours IS enough; only the perfection of Be- attempt to understand
God.
commItment. In the case of Viet· to describe the type of indirect mme .ISml,~e an was
Summing up the philosopher's
negotiable.
ing itself will do."
~am,. our commitment
today is aggression they have undertaken
There is no reason to think
The second way is to consider way, he said, uGod's being may
Just the same -as the commitment
in Viet-Nam. In their propaganda
province of
mad: by President Eisenhower to pronouncements it is used to give that a new agreement to guaran- God as Being itself, "ot whom it lie 0 u t sid e the
discover
P~esldent Diem in 19q4-----a com· the impression of a war fought tee South Vlet-Nam's indepen· can be said only that it is, not thought, but we shall
mltment to help those people heip by a local population to throw off dence and neutrality would be ef· what he is." To describe God is to whether or not it does only alter
conditioned
categories. the resources ot reason have been
themselv.es."
foreign 'domination.
Stich a de- fective. The Communist authori- employ
not before they have
ties
in
Hanoi
and
Peiping
signed
"God
is,
after
all,
not
an
object of (~austed,
Q: What is the cur~ent' status scription does not fit·the situation
been em ployed."
of loyalty to the Government and in South Viet-Nam. The "libera- such an agreement for Laos at cognition, but one of faith."
The rule to which we must subMr. Reiss pointed out that God,
morale in South Viet-Narn?
tion" offered by North Viet-Nam the 1962 Geneva conference. They
have demonstrated no more re- through the expression of ultimate ject our attempts to understand
A: In some p-a.r:ts of Viet.Nam, means d?mination by Hano~. The
spect for this document than for concern or faith, may not be a God is the principle ot non-eontraespecially those controlled by the soum Vletn~mese are fightI~g to the 1954 Geneva agreement.
person. "If sacrilege is the ex- diction. In general, realjty does
Communists,
loyqJty to the Cen. preserve theIr fr~o~.
and ~nd~
.
. .
pression of ultimate concern to an not contradict Itse11. This princi·
tral Government
is weak to non. pendence from thIS lIberatIOn.
Nor IS there any realis~lc pros- object which is less than the un- pIe, means that God cannot be
, eXistent and morale is poor. The
This -new. fo:mula for. aggres· pect that a united. Vlet;.Nam conditioned. then by calling God both person and perfection. We
Y~ars of war characterized
by sion as apph~ In Sou~h. VIet·Nam ~o~ld ~e non-Commumst or :'ito- a person and by asking for his aid must choose one side, which reof .all,. the HanOl reo as a companion,
we do in fact sults in the loss of God.
Viet Cong terrorist acts aimed at uses conven.tIOnal .ffillIt:ary c?n- 1st.
l'The question is not how much
gime still m';l.Int~s strong Ex- commit idolatry."
the ciVilian population have taken frantations
In conJunctIOn
~th
l~ ~ard
to
It the ideas of personality and is anyone willing to lose, but bet~eir toll. The unpopularity
of the terror as weapon.s to destroy gov- terna! ambitions
rationalC~:)llntI??s In South· perlection
are incompatible, yet cause this is--although
~lem government
in its final pe- ernment and ~OClaI order and re- neighboring
be resolved without the very much a private maUer, how
rlod of rUle also affected loyalty place them Wlt~, the total control east Asia. It IS militantly Com- cannot
and morale.
on which ~anOl s .b~nd of com· munist Moreover, for much of its loss of God, perhaps, suggested much am I willing to give up."
Mr. Reiss' choice was that of
,.
munism relIes. It IS Just as real history the are~ of Viet.N~
!Jas Mr. Reiss, " ... we should give
of perfection
In But elseWhere, where G9vern- and dangerous as other fonns of been under Chinese dommation_ up this attempt
to speak of God "the preservation
~nt ;forces maintain security and aggression that threaten peace.
Most of the North Viet-Namese altogether.1> If we cannot remove through the notion of the uncon~' e.re e~onomic, social and ad·
Q' Why don't American advis· top leaders have. b~n tt:ain~ in the paradox, we should admit that ditioned." To save the notion from
abstract steriiity, he Identified the
tr 171stratIve programs of the Centake direct command of Viet- China, and there IS little likelihood God's being is a mystery.
It
that they would turn away from
This third way, said the speak unconditioned with nature.
a Government
show results, ers
e units?
th e reve
.
t
I
me names
we speak of God at all. his name
the
Peiping
regime
even
if
they
er,
could
be
called
"the
submisareas
~se IS rue.
n s~ ts
A' The Republic of Viet-Nam
designates ... the unity of nature
ha:"v ' were
the Commun s
.
. sovereign country and, as could. The prospect that a united sian to mvstery." We are finite in its comprehensiveness and selfViet-Nam
under
Hanoi's
control
and
our
attempts
at
explanation
tud: been strong, peasant, ~tti. IS a has full responsibility
for
sutfictency."
the ti~p~ar
to be turning agalrst ~:~~h~ommand .of its own military would sever ties with Communist reflect our human condition. Per''My choice, then. reflects an atup h
ong as the latter s ep IUS. s
personnel
work China and follow ~n independent haps God's unique nature, tranSee Reiss"-PBge
8
course
is
quite
unlikely.
scends
our
powers
of
thought.
If
and .ea~ t~xation, rigid control, foreel . ~ith
their
Vietnamese
Indlsct:lminate terrorism and close Y

State publication 7724,Viet-Nam. ~re unable to produce on pro

the Stroggle
leased August

for Freedom,
1964.,
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ises made ov.er a period of Y~
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Mustached Musician Charms
Audience Here Last Sunday
AnD"""

I

by
All .... "1t
A husky, somew~t
~~ulent.
mustached man in his thirties entertalned
Connecticut College as
well as man)' people from 1 ew
London and the surrounding communities this Sunday afternoon.
The audience that Theodore Bikel
attracted Moo the auditorium. to
the last seat.
They knew him
from his record albums; they anticipated being entertained with
folksongs in many languages;
they expected a lively and truly
great performance. Mr. Bike! did
not disappoint them.
Like SO many people who ~ere
brought up in Israel, Mr. Blkel
not only sings in many languages,
but he also knows how to converse in them. His mU~i~ ~
along with his sUPE:~b.Imltati~e
talents and his senSitiVIty to dif·
ferenees and nuances in na tiona!
charac\erS may explain the how
and why of his genuine lnterpretatlons of foreign songs.
.
Mr. Bike! sang IrIsh, English
cockney, American labor songs" a
Gennan worklng song and he attempted to present them as ge~uInely as he could In the mentality
of each country. But it soon became obvious that he was much
more at ease with songs of the
Slavic countries, especially with
songs in his native tongue, Yiddish and Hebrew.
His Russian
songs bear the somewhat heavy
and melancholic
sentiment
of
someone who knows how to feel
like a Russian. His Hungarian and
Rumanian gypsy songs show the
humor, gaiety, and free passion
of a true gypsy. Blkel Is Gypsy at
heart; he says it himself and one
can feel the wildness and passion
of the Gypsy spirit even when he
plays and sings Spanish flamenco
songs.
Mr. Bikel's introductory comment to his flamenco song was
"that it takes a Spaniard to play
ftamenco and a Gypsy to sing it."
Why he makes this separation is
not quite cl'/&r, except perhaps
for the sake of the final effect of
his being able to do both. The
truth of the matter is, however,
that flamenco music is the creatlon of SpanJsh Gypsies and was
only later brought to perfection
by the Spaniards. Yet Mr. Bikel
Is right in Implying that it is uncommon and usually impossible
for one person to play and sing
flamenco together and to be good
at It. The rhythm played by a
flamenco guitarist consists of a
h.ighly intricate succession of different beats and stresses, and the
flamenco singer will usually fol·
low the beat but his stresses will
be placed differently. Mr. Bikel at·
tempted to do both. He is neither
an extraordinary flamenco player
nor singer, but he deserves credit
for a successful coordination of
two quite distinct phases of flamenco music.
He showed once
again his enormous adaptability
and musical talent
The Israeli and Yiddish songs
seemed to have his preference,
and can be regarded as the climax of his perfonnance. The audience could feel Bikel's genuine
delight in singing his 'own' songs.
He was sutldenly no longer a
mere performer, but rather, someone who was singing with a
group of his friends. These songs
which did not have to be copied,
learned, or memorized
we r e
known and loved Wholeheartedly
by the artist.
They are songs
known by every young Israeli,
and when Israelis come abroad
they find each other and sing
them whenever they meet. These
songs are as young as the new
Israel, but their subjects
and
spirit are as old as their people.
Mr. Bikel showed himself as a

joUy and very talented Wrform· prepare their plays for presentaSophomores interested in 0
President Charles E. Shain has
er. He wanted his audience to tion on February 26th.
tal studies and Slavic langua~es announced. that
Mr. and Mrs.
love him and they did. He s';U"- Margery Tupling, senior comconsider the CooperatIve Maurice J. [Bernstein of Newton
Should
prised them with his many linGrit.- Center, Massachusetts, have given
pet play director, has selected a
Program for
guistic talents as well as with the modern French drama, The New Undergraduate
various ways in which he used Tenant, by Eugene Ionesco. The ical Languages at Princeton trni- $50,000 to Connecticut College in
honor of their
daughter,
Mrs. \
his instruments.
He strummed, play professes man's inability. to ver'sity.
. I Robert Horowitz of Brocton, Masplucked and tremoloed his guitar;
The program makes it POSSI~e sachusetts,
desire beyond the limits which
who .graduated
from
he even used it as a drum when
his material
existence has im- for a student to study ArabIC, Connecticut in 1954.
necessary. The big surprise came
.
'purkduring the encore, when Bikel posed upon him, and, in true Chinese, Japanese, PerSian,
Mr. Bernstein, who is president
Beckett tradition, exposes the utplayed a gypsy song. Instead of
ish or Russian and related stud- of the American Blltrite Rubber
ter
banality
of
life.
The
cast
insinging to it. he played the melies in the social sciences or hu- Company in Chelsea, Massaehu,
ody on a harmonica
which he cludes Elaine DeSantis as the
manities by spending the junior setts, presented the gift to the
gentleman,
Ginnie
Chambers
as
held between his lips and in some
government
department.
It will
·wjUbe
the
caretaker,
and
Anne
Brauer
year at Princeton. This
miraculous
way he managed
to
be used flexlbly in the extension
and
Martha
Williams
as
the
furniConnecticut College's second year of programs
juggle
the
melody
with
his
within the departStage manager is
tongue alone without moving the ture movers.
of
participation.
Two students, ment.
\
Sandy Holland. Sets are being
harmonica an inch.
Sue Harrigan
and Toni Carter,
"We hope to be able to use the
designed
by
Pris
Litwin
and
Mr. Blkel was uninterested in
are presen tly studying under the Fund to bring to the campus disgiving away the "harmonica se- Karen Sheehan. The New Tenant
tinguished men and women pracprogram.
promises
an
exciting
new
dimencret," but when asked about his
titioners of politics, for more than
sion
in
the
theatre,
in
which
the
The
Princeton
Program
develguitar he replied that it was
Spanish
but not flamenco. al- set alone is so important, that, oped from a national need for peo- just brief visits, and to arrange
thoroughly
familiar
with for them to meet a variety of stuthough he uses it as a Spanish according to Margery, the furni- ple
Shain
flamenco guitar. This is a plausi- ture may almost be considered a these critical languages and cul- dent groups," "president
tures; a need which cannot be stated.
ble answer because flamenco gui- fifth actor.
Mr. Shain envisions other uses
The junior Compet Play, The met at the graduate level alone.
tars are too delicate to produce
col- for the Fund's income such as the
adequate bass tones for a folk- Will 0' the Wisp, by Doris S. Since most undergraduate
singer. The origin of the guitar, Hallman, is equally unusual, both leges do not offer studies in these acquisltlon of additional p~litical.
for Palmer Library
Mr. Bikel said, was a small fur- in its sets, designed by Polly Lu- fields this is an excellent oppor- publications
niture workshop in Granada. The cas, who designed the sets for last tunity for both the institution and and use by the government faculcarpenter had suddenly decided to year's winning play, and in the students to share in the benefits ty ,for research.
The summer
internship
promake guitars and had become a play's capacity for subjective in- of such a program.
Analyses
of the
success. Mr. Bikel's guitar, how- terpretation.
To be admitted a student mu~t gram which provides undergraduin government
ever, is one of two of its kind, and play's meaning have ranged from present a distinguished acad~JI1lc ate experience
he is proud to own this veritable that of a simple love story to the record and must have acquired processes by placing four able
agencies
rarity. The music which he plays transcendence of the artist in the at le~t an elementary knowledge seniors in government
may
with it, however, is what counts; act of creation. Mary Jane Cot- of the language she wishes to and offices in Washington,
by the Fund's
and the music is good, real folk ton, junior play director, has cho- study, either at the home campus also be supported
sen Diane Noel as the wife, Judy or in an intensive course at an ap- income.
muste.
Licht
as the country
woman, proved summer school. For such
Miss Dilley, head of the governSharon Myers as the maid, and summer courses, financial aid is ment department,
has said that
Lyn Kastner as the nymph.' Stage available through the Program
the department
is
"delighted"
manager is Eleanor Abdella.
with the gift.
from the Carnegie Corporation.
(ConUnued.from Pan Two)
Each class is competing under
After junior year at Princeton a
strict regulations
of rehearsal
just happen. They take the type time and financial allowance. The second summer of language trainThe Eleanor' Shop
is recommended
through
of imagination displayed by Janie sophomore and freshman plays ing
which
the
student
will
acquire
the
will
be
presented.
tonight,
FebruStein {Decorations Committee>,
Yarns and Rental Library
Lynn Baquie (responsible for all ary 19th in Palmer Auditorium, equivalent of three years' knowlTelepbone 442-3723
edge
of
the
language,
a
level
of
the jeUed spots at the dance and and the junior and senior plays
9 Union Street
customarily
requirBikel Concert) and Judy Keller, wiU follow next Friday, the 26th. competence
Imported
& Domestic
ing
a
year
or
two
of
graduate
After the last performance
the
(head of Entertainment).
Yarns
work.
This year we attempted a new winning play will be announced.
Free Knitting Instructions
propect . . . a Date Committee. In the event that the juniors win,
This is not a degree program,
Wednesdays and Fridays
We have not as yet gathered a the class of 1966 will be eligible and the participant returns to her
9:30.12:00
sufficient number of reports to to compete for permanent
pos- campus for senior year and the
detennine how successful this en- session of the cup, which is given A.B. degree.
Expert Finishing and
deavor was, but we owe thanks to outright to a class only when the
-Blockin,
Mr. Eastman,
adviser to the
two hard working members of competition is won for three con•
Program, reminds prospective apthe social committee who spent secutive years.
plicants to contact him no later
many hours on the phone wlth
than March 5. A preliminary se- ROCCO'S BEAUTY SALON
Yale and Wesleyan social chair- ATHLETIC
ASSOCIATION
lection will then be made by Con- Now Located at 80 Broad Street
men
m a kin g arrangements.
The Athletic Association
will necticut College faculty members.
Street Level
'
(These two girls wish to retain a sponsor the annual Winter Sports
Final selection will be made by
state of pleasant anonymity for Day, Sunday, February 2:7, 1965.
Ample
Parking
the Program directors at Princeit Is rumored that there are a few
, ' 443·2138
Participating
schools
will be ton.
dissatisfied customers who might Radcliffe,
Pembroke, University
be inclined toward revenge.)
of Connecticut, Southern Connect·
As is always the case, Miss icut, and Connecticut College.
r
Noyes, Mrs. Pond, Miss Voorhees,
Activities for the day will inFOR ALL YOUR' TRAVEL NEEDS!
Mrs. Dayton and Lt. Donovan and clude inter-collegiate competitions.
his staff were constantly involved in basketball, bowling, badminton
Hotel Reservations
in the planning
of Mid-Winter and fencing. Carolyn Anderson,
weekend events.
Without their Susan Ford, Linda Lawton, and
Air Tickets
aid and guidance to support the Heather Woods, who are running
Holiday Reservations
projects of the committee heads, for President of next year's Aththe Submarine
Race Watcher's letic Association, will be among
European Tours
Weekend would not have been those competing from Connect·
Steam.hip Ticketa
such a splashing success.
icut.
Beth Murphy,
Since the A.A. has announced
11
Bank St., New London
KLINGERMAN
Social Chairman that its treasury is larger than
Pbon .. 443·2855
usual, the day promises to be a
For the Best In Travel Service
Travel, Inc.
PRINTER'S
ERROR
success.
In last week's issue of Conn
Census, two by-lines were omitted. Sally Higgins wrote the re-'
view of Tiny Alice, and Professor
Robert Taylor, of the University
of Wisconsin reviewed Miss Terry
Ferrer's
keynote speech at the
ACPRA convention.
CONNECTICJ.lT TURNPIKE, EXIT 74
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NIANTIC MOTOR LODGE
NIANTIC, CONNECTICUT
100 ALL ELECTRIC UNIT.5
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LARGE SWIMMING
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Compet Plays '65 Princeton to Offer Maurice Bernstein
by Eleanor Abdella
Critical' Languages Donates to College
Following the tradition of class
competitive plays, the juniors and
seniors have begun this week to Arabic, JaPan~s~en. Grant of $50,000
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Yale Rally
(Continued

from Paze FIve)

ConnCenaua

Six 'Art
FacultY Merob ers Ex hibiIt Works at
S N

eon-

:e;:,,:us

a::

AJd>eJ,S

AJ'

Stanford Students
Charge Dean With
Judiciary Control

I

itt~

art:
YM

/

Baker treet Takes
ISherlock to tage

The tal:;'ts ~Is showing two prints and ten re- with landscape details whUe the
lege's Department
~t
Col· ~~~y
executed
,:"ater colors. other two are shown by photo
by _
.. Brush
rently on dl I 0 rt are curMISS Hanson. comments graphs and blueprints. HIs award...
_
leal
winning home for Phillip Johnson comep'; opens ';1t~
Memorial M:'~~
~t Nthe Slater and he~ pictures Indicate her
On display
th
orwlch.
cern With color In palntIng. She In orwlch presents a surprialng
Th ' rtal
rises
. mist
current and ~
f e Works of six sa~
"Water color ~ my chosen amount of windowless wall area Lond:n c~~
A rna.:nis afUtileJ~
of th
De
ormer members m
urn, because of Its brilliance
on the publlcaUy exposed areas of
1
Ia
e
partrnent. The exh1bl. directness and qulckness.' The~ the house and the use of stone quest anlng an organ p yer and
tl~n c~talog l~ illustrated and sup- water colors do not have rec n1z. and narrow vertical siding on the a sleeping bum about the Ieeeplies 1.?terest1Og background in. able subject matter but
ex. facade.
tlon ot Sherlock Holmes' house.
formation ~nd personal comment citing interactions of rich color,
The most extensive and diversl. as a window Ughts up revealing
by the artists. Also Included In
Mr. Ingle has eight palntIn
Oed display Is that of Mr McCloy the form of Holmes.
The burn
the
catalog
is a professional on display, m05Uy oUs.
This sampling of his w~rka cov: Jump" up and Ores. The organ
sketch of Mr. Mayhew and Mlas P, done in 1958, contrasts
wlth ers a remarkable
range both In player rip" orr his rag. to reveal
Hayward,
art historians on the the rest of his works which dale terms of time and type. Ria earll- the real Sherlock Holmes In his
staff.
from 1961. ThIs palntIng lacks the est paintings,
done from
1937. baby blue cape and hal WIth •
The introduction to the catalo emphasis on flat geometric areas 1947, show a stylistic resemblance few deft strokes, Holmes fells the
was written by Mr. MCCloy Chalg of color that typify
the other to other artLsts. GIve Me TbM Old would·be murderer and the cur·
man of the Department ~f
works. Instead, color Is built up in Tlme Religion looks very much taJn talls.
and includes a profile of the past small areas on the light back. like Grant Wood's familiar Amer.
The new musical comedy Ls
~d present emphases on art with. ground and foreign elements such lean Gothic; PatricIa: My Wlte adapted !rom the stories by Sir
In the curriculum
of the Liberal as newspaper clippings are visible could be a tUteenth century por. Arthur Conan Doyle.
The play
Arts coUege in general and Con. beneath the palnt. In contrast. Mr. trait; and AutoIJIocrapIIy #1 is open~
last Tuesday, after p....
necticut
College
in particular. Ingle:s mor~ recent endeavors re- indebted to the surrealists. TIle vieWing successfully
for over a
Mr. McCloy brings out the fact veal mcre8:5l..DgInterest in a more. period of work .from ~1958
week In ew York. As a mystery·
that Connecticut
College unlik encompassmg
use of color in I shows "an experimentation with a comedy, the play is delightful, but
other women's colleges 'has al~clearly defined areas wJth th~ re-I technique or lacquer and sand on as a musJcal the play falls.
ways acknowledged
the' creative current inclusion of letter and masonite accompanied by an in.
Holmes takes the case ot a
side of the study of art. He sa s number symbois. The majority of creasing degree of absiractlon. An stold English Captain who wants
by CoUegiatAl Press· Servlce
"This makes the activity of
Mr. Ingle's works on display have early, 1953, .still Hfe entitled 'I11e the return of a set of love letters
Stanford,.
Calif.
(CPS)-Two
Stanford University students have creative arts at Connecticut C 1 been done in the last year and reo-IRed Hawk 1S naturalistic in com. he wrote to an American actress_
unusual
~
veal similarltles and yet definite parison with the colorfully geo- The case seems simple enough,
issued a report charging Dean of lege somewhat
dlft'erences in style. As the artist metric Portrait of George IIalnes. but Holmes knows .that the fiendWomen
Lucile Allen with ~ at. there has been an art de ~
t ~ys, :'For a year I've been work-, IV in 1958, Mr. McCloy's painting ish Professor
MOrIarty is sometempting
to manipulate
the ac- there, led by a creau:e
mg WIth three rationally disjunct in this decade is almost exclusive- how connected with the love let·
tions of the student judicial COun- since its inception just fifty
ago 'and.. th
h
b
formal concepts to force icons ly in the collage medium These ters. The play 15 set In the year
cil.
t' 'I
as een a con· cool and disconnected out ot th~ works are almost entirely· nono}). ot Queen Victoria's Diamond Jubi·
The 16-page report, prepared by m~ ng un, , mgness to subord.l· heat of total connect'lon It is a jectlve and although many visi. lee. Moriarty steals the letters so
Darrell Halverson,
former chair· necta
e creatthrlVllyht? ac~demic cor· maddening
pursuit"
It' will be tors to the exhibit may find them- that he can steal Queen Victoria's
man of the men's judicial council, r
ness
oug out 1ts history Int·
.
priceless presents
In
fact
at
Conn
t'
t
c
u
'
erestmg
to
see
the
future re- selves more In sympathy with the
'
and Nora Crow, former chairman
th
t
f h ~ ICU
0 ege sults or this Upursult..
artist"s earlier endeavors
these
The character
ot Holmes, as
of the women's judicial council,
e ,s,u y 0 t e IstOry of art,
Mr. Lukosius has 'sixteen pic. collages represent a furth~r step played by Fritz Weaver, Is a decharges that Dean Allen
"has :a~tiO~allY. more. acceptable to tures in the exhJblt. A few 01 his in Mr. McCloy's developing style, lIghttul spoof on Doyle's serious
demonstrated
her misunderstand·
se~ ernIe mm?s, did .not receive paintings do not reveal any spe. Although
these
various styles Holmes.
Holmes 15 seen at one
ing of the student jUdiciary in . .ous attentIon unt~ 1946, and cWc subject matter, such as Sun. may
express
vastly
different point playing the viol1n as U It
her attempts
to control its poli· It IS only now becommg import- set Near SaltWo whIch employs things to the viewer the artist were a bass fiddle. Inga Swenson
tics.'t
ant as a m~jor area ~f. study."
vibrant
yellows' to portray
its feels that they have' great con. portrays
the American
actress
The report was the result of a
Included 10 the exhlbttlon ate theme. Other paintings reveal a tinuity,
very weB. Martin Gabel as Pro-conversation
which took
place works by two former Chairmen tree or a face amidst an often mls·
Painting Is not the only ex pres· fessor MorIarty
plays Holmes'
last spring between Dean Allen o~ the Departm~nt of Art. Henry ty blending of color. One particu· sive avenue Mr, McCloy employs. deadly ri,,:a1 s~perbly. especially,
and members of the judicial coun- Blll Selden, Chalnnan from 1915- larly interesting oil dating 1rom Also on display are t,hree interest· when he Stngs I Shall Miss You
cil. At .that time Dean Allen al· 1934, has two works on display. 1959 is called For Pt.ranesL This ing prints and drawings and four to Holmes.
legedly
urged
council
action Robert Fulton Logan, Chainnan black and white jumble of arches sculptural works. His interest durOn the whole, the music is not
against alleged attempts by young· from 1934.1954, is show~ng three and crosses conveys In one glance ing the last two years appears to memorable.
"A Married
Man't
er professors
in the English de- works including a finely executed the Impression of the construc· be in welded steel. The Trio is an which has been released by Rich·
partment to sexually arouse worn· etching of Chartres Cathedral. The tion of a skyscraper
as seen example ot this medium, These ard .Burton comes from Baker
en in their classes.
works of both these men are con- through the eyes of a time lapse three abstracted human forms are Street and Is a good example of
Halverson
and Crow attribute,
servative in relationship to most camera.
entwined to give a feeling of com· the music.
For those who have
Dean Allen with saying,
"The of the other works, but they were
Miss Meyers shows two prints radeship.
been fortunate enough not to hear
young professors arouse the girls produced
twenty to thirty-five and tour sculptured objects in the
Although the exhibition is not it, it beg:lns something
like "A
seXUally. They concentrate
deli})" y~ars ago and the emphasis of the exhibition. The Eye of Prana is arranged according to artists, the married man, a married man, I
erately on the eFotic -aspects of artists and the Department
has a charming print
depIcting
an visitor Is able to identify the style am so happy I am a married
literature,
in part because those been considerably altered during owl. Two portraits in bronze are of each individual artist. The spe· man." Marlon Grudeft and Ray·
who are unmarried
use literature
that time.
modelled with true regard for cific variety
of styles
present mond Jessel composed the music
as their sexual outlet, and in part
Miss Hanson has been with the the sitter. In two more nonob· within the Department
ot Art Is and the lyrics.
because they wish to seduce the Department of Art since 1930. She jective forms, the artist shows an fascinating to discover. The Mu·
After the opening scene, the acgirls in their classes."
Interest in small globular masses seum has done a fine job both on tlon ot the first act drags. Each
According to the report Dean
built up one upon the other. All display and on the catalog,
We of the two acts Is dIvIded Into
Allen asked members of ,the womof her sculptural works possess a are indebted to the Slater Memor· eight scenes with a total 01 twelve
tactile quality.
ial Museum
for
providing bus different scene changes. The sets
en's council to take notes in their
Mr, Sharpe, a Norwich arch i- transportation
for Interested stu· are good but the frequent changes
English
classes on anything
ob·
test who teaches flModern Arch!· dents and tor giVing the com- fragment the play. Although the
jectionable they heard, She then
tecture" has three of hIs struc- munity the opportunity to see the man on my left feU asleep duro
told the council ~hat the informa·
Sunday evening's ~esper speak· tures ~n exhibit. One display In- talent of Connecticut College's Art tng the first act, Holmes' dilemma,
tion would be given to the senior
er wlll be the Rev. Richard F. eludes a scale model complete staff.
See "Baker Street"-Page
8
members of the department,
who
Unsworth, professor of religion at
could reprimand their colleagues.
Dartmouth College.
The report
continues by sayRev. Unsworth will speak at
ing that Dean Allen, when asked
whether
such information
would 7:00 p.m. in Harkness Chapel on
by Annette Allwardt
existence and must then make the Novak tells us, which arises out
influence
promotional
decisions, The VitalIst and the Moralist.
Besides serving' as a member of
.
initiative
of taking the full re- of man's unquenchable
thirst to
replied that the
professors
in
~n Thursday of ast w~ek
sponsibility for making this We a comprehend
the scope and es·
question
did not deserve promO. the religion department, Rev. Uns·
Michael ~ovak of
arvar
spo e better life.
sence of his present and future
worth
is dean of Dartmouth's
-tion.
to an audience of over 350 people
existence
questions to which no
Dean Allen has denied the state. William Jewett Tucker Founda· about the question of belief and
"We
have
come
to
the
end
of
a
,,,
Mr No final' answers
are prav Ided , h e
organ·
ments, saying that ithe student tion, a non.denomination~
lt
al
11
as well as cuak'ur
re glOn,
says.f
...lr~
trul y as If th ere were a
Unbelief . His subject
aation
devoted
to
furtherIng
mor·
d"
ei"
are
speo..n..:)
version of the discussion of sex
v ,an
r Igl0US orms
h'IS sensitivity to the questions
.
h' h God . 1n th e s tr"lVIng f or kn ow-1
and the 'English department
was al and spIritual life on the cam· his qUiet and arresting manner of, b an kru P t". Th e currenCIes
w IC edge which can never be fully at.
pus.
completely fabricated.
speech as well as. perha~s
~so we must no.w emI?l~y are no long· tained lies the absurdity of man's
III can't imagine where they got
the hypnotic qUality of his voIce er necessarily. religIOUS ones; The condition; but the very fact that
this," she said. However she did
may all account for the fact that God on the lips of people IS no in the face of this absurdity he
say that "it was at a women's asked to balance his resppnsibili· he held his audience captive for lon~er trye true God. Th~ reform continues faithfully his search lor
ties
to
the
studen
t
body
and
the
council meeting nine months ago
more than two hours.
WhICh Nietzsche propryesled wh~n ulf
t tr th
b
. 'J!.
..
he proclaimed
'God 1S dead,' IS
un~e
u s
ecomes 51~m
that one of the members said she institution as a whole against the
rights
of
an
individual
student."
HHow
Important
15 l~ real!Y now
taking
place.
Obedience
to
c.ant
In that man face.s his. Sltuaobjected to some subjects given
Dr. Black suggests that such an whether or not one believes. In religious
commandments
may tlOn honestly. H~re lies hiS fuI·
freshman girls. I told her, 'If you
will verify this, I'll be glad to administrator should be "no long- God," Mr. Novak asks, The 1m· have led to blind obedience to im. fUlment and happmess.
er disciplinarian, but only coun· portant question on~ mu~t ask a posed authorities,
whatever they
The non-believer and the believ·
talk to the chairman of the Eng·
man is not what hIS beliefs are, may be. The case of Hitler made er then may well be considered
lish department
about it.' That selor."
The student
legislature
has but rather what his actions and it clear that one must not depend religious if they exhibit in their
was the last I heard of it."
passed
a resolu tion deferring attitudes towards. life are. In most upon just any authority without attit~d~
tow~s
li1e th~ kind of
Four of the girls who attended judgment on the Allen report uncases it is even Impossible to de- questioning it. Such a dependence creatiVIty which ~esults. m knowlthe meeting signed sworn affida· til the matter can be studied.
termine whether or not someone and blind obedience are immoral. edge, love and frIendship, Out of
vits verifying
'the statements
at·
The legislature did assert, how- believes, If one asks a man of the
A reform
of old religious be- their frustrated
and desperate
tributea to Dean Allen by the reo ever "that the Associa-ted Stuchurch a question about r~gl0!i'
liefs implies, of course, not the
for knowledge
faith
port.
gent~ of Stanford University shall Mr, Novak tells ~, o~e w~ lD questioning of God's existence, but In the~r own existence and finally
Halverson and Miss CroW said have sole jurisdiction
over stu- most instances notice In him a raber a reexamination
of one's morality.
Mr. Novak closes by
they
withheld
submission
of dent affairs and conduct." This is sudden change in attitu?e, and the own relation to God. HoW genuine saying ''1 hope that .there will ~
their report until
their
terms in direct conflict with a Board of reply he will give, will tend to and how close Is your commun- some of us here tomght who will
on the jUdicial council expired, Trustees resolution
three years sound like the result of indoclrin- ion with God, really? Mr. Novak join together to be faithful to the!I'
Because of Dean Allen's alleged ago establishing
to thell"
contro~ 01 stu· ated catechismic truisms rather feels that this question may well quest ~or know~~ge,
influence on the councils Halver· dent discipline as a function of the than like the honestly felt answer be answered
by a man who be- loves, bves, creatiVlties, and may
son and Miss Crow feared unfav·
of a true believer.
lieves as well as by a man who our final project be to reduce suI·
orable repercussions
if they actE¥i deans.
It is hoped by Stanford students
The meaning of religion has does not believe.
fering."
.,
before their terms expired.
that the report will be instrumen·
h
d Mr. Novak
tells us.
Satre and Camus, both atheists.
ovak had captivated,
~.
In a copyrighted
story,
the tal in the removal of Dean Allen. ~. a~:~he end of the Third Reich are more religious men than the spired ,and chaDeng~
his aUdio
Stanford
Daily has pointed out It is also expected that ~n appeals
I~_ h he sees symbolically as the individUal
who pronounces
the ence. His answers dunng the ques·
that the real issue is not the mor· committee will be estabIlshed con- :ndc of the Middle Ages, it no name of God without feeling his tion pe~od were understanding
ality of the English department
..~
t
ay "my b-H-'.. exi tence. They sense and know and polIte. Some people wonder·
sisting of three faculty. and two
..ces 0 s
~
th
"d
11'
but defining the role of t~e ,s~u. tudent members to reVIew cases longerin suu
the things taught by the of their setf·identity;
and that in ed w~e er a ng.1 . :e glOus updent council and student JudiCla- ~f student discipline.
a~~rch" The danger which lies in itself, Mr. Novak sees as a truly b,rt:'~mg was inhI~JtelIng th~ pos·
ry members.
Editor's Note-According
to c 'n 'over and living by pre.fab-- religious act.
SlbilHy 01 a genuln y ~ehglOus
The report
quotes 'Dr. J~hn the New York Times of Tuesday, t~t ~ doctrines is spiritual laziFurthermore,
when Camus talks life, and Mr. Novak re'pll~ that
D.
Black.
of
the CounsellOg February 16, D~an ~l1en has sub- rICa e
must reflect upon his about the "human nostalgia,'· Mr, that depended upon the mdlvldual,
neSS. Man
and Testing Service on the pr?,!'" mitted her resJgnatlOn.
lems of the administrator
who IS
Despite the competition
from
the Yale Winter
Weekend
crowd of two hundred showed u~
at the "Stay in Viet Nam" rally
Yale students
and their dates'
young people from New Have~
numer
d
area and
ous a ults sup-.
ported their cause.
Mempers from. the Connecticut
College commumty
upheld their
beliefs last night at the campus
rally m Hale Lecture Hall. Co
sp0rJSQred by the CiVIl Rights
Club and the Peace Club, the rally
protested against American mill.
tary intervention
m VIet Nam.
Professors
from Yale and Con.
nec~cut spoke;
in addition,
a
mOVIe was shown of an inter.
view with Senator Wayne Morse.
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Reverend Unsworth
Vespers Speaker

Mr. Novak Discusses Contemporary Meanings of Religion
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ereditluThresher

orninatedlorPme

major
contemporary
Competing
with the poets
works wu01
liam Mered1th'~, "The
01 the 'lbresher, has been nomlnated as a possible recipient 01
the
allona! Book Award.
The
award consists 01 a thousand dol.
Jar prize given annually
to the
best contemporary work 01 poet.
ry, ftcl10n and nonllction.
The nominations were submit.
ted by three judges:
Howard
Moss. May swenson, and Allen
Tate. The other contenders for the
poetry honor are: "The Enemy
Joy," by Ben Bellltt ; '71 Dream
Songs" by John Berryman; "HeI.
mets," John Dickey;
"Country
Without Maps." Jean Garrique;
-nower Herding on Mount Mon.
adnock." Galway
Kinnell; "For
the Union Dead," Robert Lowell;
and "The Far Field," by Theodore
Roetbke. The winning volume will
be selected later in the year.
Mr. Meredith is currently on
leave from Connecticut College
and is serving as a member of the
University
01 WIsconsin's Eng.
!ish Department. At Connecticut
his field is creative writing, in
which he teaches poetry and short
!lellon classes and a seminar in ad.
vanced creative writing.

wr\!ck

Race Watchers Rally for
Wild Weekend Revelries
by T.-

MIller

In spite 01 the competition !rom
Yale and Dartmouth
the Submar.
ines won by a mile. The Mid Winter Weekend was an overwhelm.
Ing s,*eess a success measured
In terms 01 a Oat $1236 profit.
According to Beth Murphy Soclal Chairman, and Betsy Leitner,
Head of the ticket committee the
,
weekend was unexpectedly
suc.
cessful. Last year's Mid.Wlnter
saw a mere 2BO couples
make
their way to the dance, and the

/

profit. after the last bill amount·
ed to approximately $18.
This
year, 425 couples appeared, and
the profits soared.
The greatest single cause tor
the success of the weekend was
the concert given by Theodore
BlkeJ, which was a near sell-out.
Other contributing
lactors
In·
cluded ,:'Uranus and
the Five
Moons. an unusual ama teur
group lrom Wesleyan. Added va·
rlety at Saturday night's dance
was produced by the appearance
of the "Spizzwinks" trom Yale.
01 course, the 'equal time' given
slow dances in the Dlscotechque
lounge was a happy choice for
this dance. The dance in Larra·
bee on Friday was a perfect solu·
tlon to the usual Friday night In·
activity.
The organizers of the weekend
noted a "greater enthusiasm tor
social activities" among students
than has ever been wi tnessed on
this campus.
The proflt·potentiallor
an event
of this nature is limitless; how·
ever, it has been so long since a
potential has been clearly reallzed
that students
have
torgotten
~here the money will go. "serv·
Ice League instituted Mid·Winter
weekend as a profit·making proposition to make money for Community Fund."
To. this lund will go a check
that IS, to say the least, sizeable.

443-7395

OTIO AIMETII
Ladie¥ anti Gendern4!n'.
Crutom Tailoring
86 State Street

Withdrawal
have
absolutely
no justlllcatlon
w ~
under international
law lor our
course 01 action"
.
.
Professor ReIch who spoke immediately
alter the filmed Interview recalled the pictures
01
Viet Nom children and civilians,
horribly burned by. the co~nt
warfare m the
villages.
We
who think 01 ourselves as senti·
mental lovers 01 apple pie and lit·
tle children are guilty 01 Incred·
ible crueIties-crueItles
which we
can see vividly in color in our nationa! magazines." He continued
to say, in support
01 Morse's
statement of the illegality 01 our
actions, "We are the leading democracy but we support an utter·
Iy undemocratic
govermnent--<>r
rather series of govermnents." He
stressed that not only are the U.
S. actions 10 Viet Nam illegal by
international law, they are not in
accord WIth our own law.
Prolessor
Dahi attacked
the
question from the point 01 lor.
eign policy. He said
that
the
United States can not hope to win
in Viet N am and should recon.
sider its stand in light of new developments. "The decision of Eisenhower and Dulles was I think,
not necessarily wrong," he said,
smce the SituatIon at that time
warranted U. S. intervention
in
the border squabble, but, he con.

;:;::,.;1-

There is a continuing need in
the State Departmenrs
Forei~
tar
-Service Staff Corps lor secre
Ies, stenographers, and communi'
cations and records clerks.
Major e pi ymerrt opportunity
with the urn SOI formation Agen'
cy for the Individual with college
training and little or no experi·
ence is thr u h the Foreign service Ju . 0 6f1ic r Trainee Progra
mor
e
m.
.
A enThe Defense Intelllge~ce.
g in
cy hires personnel malormg sci·
Ilberal arts, earth and phYSical
ences.
.
The Natlonal Secunty Agen~y
hires liberal arts majors for Its
research and language progr~s,
and hIres engmeers, mathematic·
ians and physicists for work m
research and development, com·
mumcatlOns systems,
and data
systems.
.
The U. S. Travel ServIce em·
ploys travel and tourist experts

The Yale DaIJy New!!, in an edl·
torial supporting
the stand that
the United States should withdraw from the war in Viet Nam,
said, "in our role as advisors we
are being implicated in a creeping
defeat over Which American cornmanders exercise no real
control ...
The folly 01 continuing
the present war Is that such a
policy completely disregards the
original mistake made by Amerlcan policy planners. They failed
to see that the strength 01 the
Viet Cong Is not its military pow·
er, which is negligible by conven·
tlonal standards, but its amazing
political appeal, the promise of
peace and prosperity with nation·
a1ism. Th~ Viet. Cong have suc·
ceeded 10 mdoctrmating
the popu·
lace in a beliel that they alone
represent
mdependence
lor Viet
Nam .. The U. S. has done pree·
10U;S little to say them nay '.' .
ASIa will be won If Commurusm
IS challenged
.... by the steady
peacelul hammenng
of true free·
dom.onJ};.e
door of a. closed so("'lOtlnued trum Page Ftve)
~letk t Itary
containment.
is
fan. up ~s ~. goal of AmerIcan firmation of the intelligibility
of
orelgn po cy.
all things ... "
Mr. Reiss con·
eluded that an inconsistent concep·
tion indicated not a genuine mys·
tery but a mistake which must be

Reiss

Baker Street

corrected.
The savior aspect is
lost, and il salvation is necessary,
" ... it must come from us, either individually or in community,
or else not at all"
.
Mr. Reiss' tightiy constructed
argument
left the congregation
with the full implications of the
risk involved in the attempt of
thought t
d
t d all tho
0 un ers an
,mgs.
Ag'
t thO . k' th
tt
t t
ams
IS
rls
IS
e
a
emp
seek
t
d d fi
th
. 0
ou an
e ne
e meanmg
01 One.

lor work m Washmgtonand
at its
:,::,~ve'd:as
~fIice~t~ . Enfland,
'.
rm ?y,
y, . apan,
AustralIa,
Brazil, Colombia and
MeXICO.
.
The Ce?tral Intelligence
Agency
employs ~ndlVlduals f~r Washing.
ton service as Intelligence
anaI~sts With backgrounds in politics,
history,
ec~nomlcs,
geography,
phySICS, engmeering,
and vir-tually all divisions of
the physical
and social sciences.
Best bet for a job with the
United Nations is as a language
specialist in such fields as inter·
preting, translating,
or secretarial
and typing work.
Best employment
opportunities
with the UN specialized agencies
appear to be with the international
financial institutions.
CARE recruits directly for its
0 v e r sea
s administrative
staff
and each year fiils about 20 to 30
openings by individuals with a col·
leg~ degree, pJus one other unit
of experience, such as the Peace
Corps or military
service.
Many business
and industrial
concerris
operate
kindergarten
elementary, and secondary school~
in overseas locations for dependent children
of American
employees. Some 10 companies oper·
ating in countries throughout the
world
are
listed
as
possible
sources
for overseas
teaching'
jobs.
This inlormation
comes from
the directory issued as a special
edition of INTERCOM,
a world
ff
a airs handbook published
six
times a year by the Foreign Poll·
cy Association.
. The Foreign Policy .Association
IS a nonprofit, nonpartIsan nation~
..1
.,
qJ. organ.IzatlOn,
working to develop an mlormed, thoughtful
and
articulate
pUblic opinion on for·
elgn policy.

I:-:=::::========:::::::::~::::::::::::::::========================

into a major war."
Professor Lynd, a professed
conscientious objector, receiv~ a
standing ovation .for his support·
ing remarks. He began "Our government tonight in Southeast Asia
is doing something dangerous and
wrong."
Lynd aroused the admiration of
both factions-pro
and con-in
the audience when he concluded
"The treason of the intellectual~
in the past Is not that we lailed
to believe but falled to act. All
too often the cre90 of the Univer·
sity is 'belleve what you will but
don't belIeve it too intensely.' I
would like to urge you to believe what you will but act on
what you believe."
Protessor -Herbert,
closing the
rally, again supported
Morse's
contention by calling U. S. policy
In Southeast Asia IIrnorally cor·
rupt." He - suggested
a new objective for American .foreign pol·
icy: "We have to demonstrate
that we cannot defeat native guer·
rillas but that we can mount a
new offensive for peace."·

,

The following
afternoon, Sat·
urday,
February
12, Professor
Lynd spoke at a march for peace
in the downtown
New
Haven
area. He said at that time. "This
war (in Viet Nam) is not a mistake, not an exception. It is part
of a pattern
of foreign policy.
We will have to march 'again
send telegrams again, and contin:
ue our efforts until that pattern
is changed."
Robert Trl.flin Peril, Professor
of political and social scIences,
elaborated on Senator Morse's en·
couragement of the night before:
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extremely important
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tinued, "I think we are wrong in
(Continued from Pa .. Seven)
staying 10 now With the eVl·
denee that we cannot achieve our
'hun'
purposes."
trapped
by Moriarty, kept
alert during the second
Although withdrawing
would
certainly present risks to U. S.
HoI m e s escapes
Irom the
prestige, staying In Viet Nam has clutches of Professor
Moriarty,
its own risks. "We can only reo and recovers the Queen's jewels.
duce the risk if we can hope not
,The musical comedy ends, as a
only to win but also to maintain
musical
comedy
should,
with
a stable gOV'ernment-and neither Holmes rushing off to America
of these seems to me possible. II after the actress.
we continue,
we risk plunging
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